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What OIG Audited 
The Department of State (Department) allocated 
approximately $41 million in foreign assistance 
funding for the Philippines to the Bureau of 
Counterterrorism and Countering Violent 
Extremism (CT), the Bureau of International 
Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs (INL), and 
the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
Persons (J/TIP) from FY 2015 through FY 2018. To 
ensure that foreign assistance objectives are 
meeting intended goals and use of funding is 
transparent, the Department is responsible for 
implementing Federal and Department guidance 
for monitoring and evaluating its foreign 
assistance awards. 
 
The Office of Inspector General (OIG) conducted 
this audit to determine whether Department-
funded foreign assistance programs implemented 
in the Philippines were monitored and evaluated 
in accordance with Federal and Department 
requirements. 
 
What OIG Recommends 
OIG made 28 recommendations intended to 
improve the monitoring and evaluating of foreign 
assistance in the Philippines. On the basis of the 
Department’s responses to a draft of this report, 
OIG considers 23 recommendations resolved 
pending further action, 4 recommendations 
unresolved, and 1 recommendation closed. A 
synopsis of management’s comments to the 
recommendations and OIG’s reply follow each 
recommendation in the Audit Results section of 
this report. Management’s responses to a draft of 
this report are reprinted in their entirety in 
Appendices B through F. OIG’s reply to technical 
comments provided by the Office of U.S. Foreign 
Assistance Resources is presented in Appendix G. 

September 2019 
OFFICE OF AUDITS 
MIDDLE EAST REGION OPERATIONS 
Audit of Monitoring and Evaluating Department of State 
Foreign Assistance in the Philippines 
What OIG Found 
Although CT, INL, and J/TIP generally monitored performance 
for their funded awards, OIG identified deficiencies with 
some elements that require improvement. For example, CT 
did not systematically monitor performance or collect and 
analyze data to inform its monitoring efforts, INL did not 
document its reviews of award performance, and J/TIP did 
not have monitoring plans that complied with the Federal 
Assistance Directive. These deficiencies occurred for various 
reasons, including the fact that the entities had not ensured 
that oversight officials followed Department or Federal 
guidance for monitoring. 
 
Similarly, although CT, INL, and J/TIP generally conducted 
financial monitoring for their funded awards, OIG also 
identified deficiencies in this area that require improvement. 
For example, CT did not require the Bureau of Diplomatic 
Security to submit financial reports, INL did not review 
financial reports quarterly, and J/TIP allowed funds to be 
used to pay for salaries of personnel who were not actively 
working on J/TIP awards. These deficiencies occurred, in part, 
because of the lack of staff to provide oversight and because 
some staff did not follow Department and Federal guidance 
on financial monitoring. As a result, OIG questioned costs of 
$109,756 spent on CT’s and J/TIP’s awards. 
 
In addition, CT, INL, and J/TIP did not comply with the Foreign 
Affairs Manual, 18 FAM 300, when defining the programs 
subject to evaluation. This occurred, in part, because the 
Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources allowed bureaus 
to deviate from the FAM when they defined their programs 
and did not verify that the bureaus were implementing all 
required elements of the guidance. Lacking program 
evaluations, the Department may not be able to ensure that 
U.S. strategic goals in the Philippines are being achieved. 
 
Finally, based on a limited-scope review of two awards, OIG 
found that the Department of Justice (DOJ), while 
implementing one of CT’s awards, did not accurately charge 
the time of personnel working under CT’s award. In addition, 
CT allowed DOJ to spend funds after an award ended but 
prior to formally extending the period of performance. As a 
result, OIG questioned costs of $417,771 as unallowable 
costs. 
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OBJECTIVE 

The Office of Inspector General (OIG) conducted this audit to determine whether Department 
of State (Department)-funded foreign assistance programs implemented in the Philippines were 
monitored and evaluated in accordance with Federal and Department requirements. 
 
BACKGROUND 

On September 1, 2017, the Secretary of Defense designated Operation Pacific Eagle-Philippines 
a contingency operation to support the Philippines government and military in their efforts to 
isolate, degrade, and defeat affiliates of the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria and other terrorist 
organizations. In support of this mission, the Department provides foreign assistance to help 
the Philippines achieve the objectives of improved internal and external peace and stability, 
sustainable and inclusive economic growth, strengthened democratic processes, increased 
transparency, and a clear commitment to rule of law and respect for human rights. From 
FY 2015 through FY 2018, the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources received and further 
allocated approximately $41 million in foreign assistance to the Bureau of Counterterrorism 
and Countering Violent Extremism (CT), the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law 
Enforcement Affairs (INL), and the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons (J/TIP) 
to implement programs in the Philippines.  

Foreign Assistance Awards in the Philippines 

Of the $41 million allocated to the bureaus to implement programs in the Philippines, OIG 
selected six foreign assistance awards totaling $25 million to review. The six awards1 consisted 
of two contracts, two interagency agreements (IAAs), and two cooperative agreements,2 as 
described in the sections that follow (see Appendix A for the sampling methodology). 

Soft Targets Crisis Response Program 

CT transferred funds to the Bureau of Diplomatic Security (DS), which awarded3 Task Order 
SAQMMA17F2552 to DECO Security Services in September 2017 to deliver anti-terrorism 
assistance training courses under the Soft Targets Crisis Response Program (the “Soft Targets 
award”). The $9.5 million contract has a 1-year base period and four 1-year option periods. The 
program’s objectives are for the Philippines Government to develop and implement “a strategic 
plan of action for preventing and responding to terrorist attacks on soft targets” and for the 

 
1 In this report, the term “award” refers to the funding instruments described. 
2 A contract is a mutually binding legal relationship obligating the seller to furnish supplies or services and the buyer to pay for 
them. (Federal Acquisition Regulation Subpart 2.1, “Definition”) An IAA is a written agreement between two Federal agencies 
that specifies the goods to be furnished or tasks to be accomplished by one agency in support of the other. (Bureau of 
Administration, Office of the Procurement Executive internal IAA website) A cooperative agreement is a legal instrument of 
financial assistance between a Federal awarding agency and a non-Federal entity that is used to carry out a public purpose 
authorized by the United States. (Code of Federal Regulations, 2 CFR §200.24.) 
3 A Contracting Officer from the Bureau of Administration, Office of the Procurement Executive, Office of Acquisitions 
Management awarded the contract on behalf of DS. 
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Philippine National Police and other government agencies to have the “expertise, resources, 
and technical capability to prevent and respond to terrorist attacks on vital installations and 
other designated soft targets.” Although DS is the implementing bureau, CT is responsible for 
monitoring and evaluating the contract’s performance.4  

Manila Airport Security Program  

CT transferred funds to DS, which also awarded5 Task Order SAQMMA17F2552 to DECO 
Security Services in September 2017 to implement airport security measures under the Manila 
Airport Security Program (the “Airport Security award”). The $5 million contract has a 1-year 
base period and four 1-year option periods. The program’s objectives are for Philippine aviation 
security agencies to have “the expertise, resources, procedures, and technical capability to 
secure Manila International Airport and screen inbound and outbound passengers and cargo” 
and for “advanced image technology and explosive trace detection systems [to be] installed and 
operational at Manila International Airport to adequately screen passengers and cargo.” As 
with the Soft Targets award, DS is the implementing bureau, and CT is responsible for 
monitoring and evaluating the contract’s performance.  

Resident Legal Advisor Program 

In September 2016, CT entered into an IAA with the Department of Justice (DOJ) to implement 
the Resident Legal Advisor (RLA) Program (the “RLA award”) to assist the Philippines 
Government in improving its criminal justice capacity to counter terrorism. The objectives of 
the $1.3 million award are (1) for the “Philippines’ existing counterterrorism regime [to be] 
strengthened through completion of ongoing legislative and institutional reforms” and (2) for 
the “prosecutors, criminal investigators, and judiciary [to] develop strengthened ability to 
combat money laundering related to terrorism.” The period of performance is September 27, 
2017, through December 31, 2019, and CT is responsible for monitoring and evaluating the 
award’s performance. 

U.S. Coast Guard Support to Philippines Coast Guard Maritime Law Enforcement Capability 
Development 

In September 2016, INL entered into an IAA with the U.S. Coast Guard to implement the United 
States Coast Guard Support to Philippines Coast Guard Maritime Law Enforcement Capability 
Development award (the “Maritime Law Enforcement award”). The objective of the $5.6 million 
award was to address the Philippine Coast Guard’s maritime law enforcement training and 
operations deficiencies in a manner that would enhance the Philippines Coast Guard’s law 
enforcement capabilities and provide the basis for long-term sustainment. The period of 
performance is 5 years, ending on September 30, 2021. INL is responsible for monitoring and 
evaluating this award. Figure 1 shows a Philippine Coast Guard training session OIG observed in 
December 2018. 

 
4 In April 2015, DS and CT signed a Memorandum of Agreement documenting this framework. 
5 A Contracting Officer from the Bureau of Administration, Office of the Procurement Executive, Office of Acquisitions 
Management awarded the contract on behalf of DS. 
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Figure 1: A U.S. Coast Guard instructor teaches outboard motor  
maintenance to Philippines Coast Guard students in Manila, Philippines.  
(OIG photo, December 2018)  

Improving the Government of the Philippines’ Responses to Online Sexual Exploitation of 
Children and Child Labor Trafficking 

In October 2017, J/TIP awarded a cooperative agreement to the International Justice Mission to 
implement the Child Protection Compact–Improving the Government of the Philippines’ 
Responses to Online Sexual Exploitation of Children (OSEC) and Child Labor Trafficking award 
(the “OSEC award”). The value of the award is $2.7 million, and the period of performance is 
3 years, ending in September 2020. The award objectives include expanding prosecution 
activities, working with partners to develop a model of care for OSEC survivors, leveraging 
partnerships to strengthen the child protection system in the Philippines, and employing the 
model developed by the International Justice Mission to other projects to identify and prevent 
child victims of labor trafficking globally. J/TIP is responsible for monitoring and evaluating the 
award’s performance. 

Protecting At-risk children Vulnerable to Exploitation 

Also in October 2017, J/TIP awarded a cooperative agreement to the Salvation Army to 
implement the Protecting At-risk children Vulnerable to Exploitation award (the “PAVE award”). 
The value of the award is $800,000, and the period of performance is 2 years, ending in 
September 2019. The objective of the cooperative agreement is to provide (1) specialized 
training to expand availability of psychosocial care practitioners working with survivors, 
(2) mental health care and legal services for up to 100 survivors and their families, and 
(3) short-term emergency shelter provisions for 44 child victims. J/TIP is responsible for 
monitoring and evaluating the award’s performance. Figure 2 shows a training session OIG 
observed in December 2018 on how to teach social workers to help exploited children. 
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Figure 2: PAVE social workers and other participants receive expressive art 
therapy training in Manila, Philippines. (OIG photo, December 2018) 

 
Table 1 summarizes the six awards OIG selected for this audit (see Appendix A for details 
regarding OIG’s sampling methodology). 
 
Table 1: Foreign Assistance Awards in the Philippines Selected by OIG for Review 
Program Title Bureau Implementer Funding Instrument Obligated Amount 
Soft Targets Crisis Response Program CT DS Contract $9,500,000 
Manila Airport Security Program CT DS Contract $5,000,000 
Resident Legal Advisor Program CT DOJ IAA $1,250,000 
U.S. Coast Guard Support to 
Philippine Coast Guard Maritime Law 
Enforcement Capability Development 

INL U.S. Coast  
Guard IAA $5,609,876 

Child Protection Compact–Improving 
the Government of the Philippines’ 
Responses to Online Sexual 
Exploitation of Children and Child 
Labor Trafficking 

J/TIP International 
Justice Mission 

Cooperative 
Agreement $2,700,000 

Protecting At-risk children Vulnerable 
to Exploitation J/TIP The Salvation Army Cooperative 

Agreement $800,000 

Total        $24,859,876 
Source: Generated by OIG based on foreign assistance award data provided by INL and CT. 
 

Monitoring and Evaluation Guidance 
The Foreign Aid Transparency and Accountability Act of 2016 was developed, in part, to 
evaluate the performance of foreign assistance and its contribution to the policies, strategies, 
projects, program goals, and priorities undertaken by the Federal Government.6 It provides 
direction to Federal agencies that administer U.S. foreign assistance on (1) monitoring the use 
of resources, (2) evaluating the outcomes and impacts of U.S foreign assistance projects and 

 
6 Foreign Aid Transparency and Accountability Act, 2016, Pub. L. No. 114-191, at 130 Stat. 667 (July 15, 2016). 
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programs, and (3) applying the findings and conclusions of such evaluations to proposed project 
and program design. 
 
The Foreign Affairs Manual (FAM) defines monitoring as “an ongoing system of gathering 
information and tracking performance to assess progress against established goals and 
objectives.”7 The Act defines evaluations as the “systematic collection and analysis of 
information about the characteristics and outcomes of the program, including projects 
conducted under such program, as a basis for making judgments and evaluations regarding the 
program, improving program effectiveness, and informing decisions about current and future 
programming.”8 The Department is required to monitor each individual award, whereas 
evaluations document the achievement of program outcomes and results and in some cases, 
the value of continuing the investment. Moreover, not every program will be evaluated. Based 
on the type of foreign assistance award, the Department issued additional guidance to ensure 
adherence to programmatic and financial management performance, and accomplishment of 
the intended activities, goals, and objectives of each award. 

Federal Assistance Directive for Cooperative Agreements 

The Federal Assistance Directive issued by the Bureau of Administration, Office of the 
Procurement Executive (A/OPE), establishes internal guidance, policies, and procedures for 
administering cooperative agreements.9 The Directive provides awarding bureaus with 
guidance on the requirements for assignments of Grants Officers and Grants Officer 
Representatives, developing risk assessments and monitoring plans, and conducting 
performance and financial monitoring of the awards.  

Monitoring Contractor Performance 

The Department’s Foreign Affairs Handbook (FAH) requires the Contracting Officer’s 
Representative to develop a contract monitoring plan commensurate with the complexity and 
criticality of the contract to ensure that the terms of the contract are achieved and the 
Department receives what it paid for.10 CT also established an internal Monitoring and 
Evaluation Guide that states, “Monitoring is the continual assessment and review of activities a 
project or program undertakes, while [e]valuation is the analysis of the information provided 
via monitoring.” The CT Guide provides guidance on developing performance monitoring plans 
and project monitoring.11 

 
7 18 FAM 301.4(B). 
8 Foreign Aid Transparency and Accountability Act, 2016, Pub. L. No. 114-191, at 130 Stat. 667 (July 15, 2016) (codified in 
various sections of 22 U.S.C.). 
9 A/OPE Federal Assistance Directive, v. 3.0 (October 2018). 
10 14 FAH-2 H-520, “Monitoring Contractor Performance.” 
11 OIG is aware that contracts are typically governed by the Federal Acquisition Regulation. However, OIG measured the two 
contracts in the audit sample against the Department’s FAH and CT’s Monitoring and Evaluation Guide, which provided more 
detailed guidance for monitoring foreign assistance. 
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Guidance for Interagency Agreements 

A/OPE issued Procurement Information Bulletin No. 2014-05, which provides guidance on 
interagency transactions such as IAAs. The bulletin states, for example, that Agreement 
Officer’s Representatives should be designated in writing. It also describes the Representative’s 
responsibilities for monitoring performance and financial management of the award. In 
addition to the bulletin, INL developed an internal Agreement Officer Representative 
Handbook, which outlines specific guidance for the Representative’s roles and responsibilities 
in monitoring INL agreements. 
 
AUDIT RESULTS 

Finding A: Elements of Performance Monitoring of Foreign Assistance Awards in 
the Philippines Need Improvement 

OIG found that although CT, INL, and J/TIP generally monitored performance for their funded 
awards, deficiencies with some elements of performance monitoring require improvement as 
follows: 
 

• CT did not systematically monitor performance or collect and analyze data to inform its 
monitoring efforts for its two contracts. This occurred, in part, because CT incorrectly 
used its Annual Program Review as its monitoring guide and did not develop monitoring 
plans for the awards in accordance with the FAM and its Memorandum of Agreement 
with DS. 

• INL did not document its reviews of award performance, did not require the U.S. Coast 
Guard to meet terms of the IAA, and did not use established metrics to measure 
performance. These deficiencies occurred because INL did not consistently use its 
internal handbook to effectively and efficiently enforce the terms of its award.  

• J/TIP did not have monitoring plans that complied with the Federal Assistance Directive, 
did not document its reviews of performance progress reports, and did not effectively 
monitor an award to ensure that all performance objectives were met. These 
deficiencies occurred because A/OPE’s monitoring plan requirements in the Federal 
Assistance Directive needed to be updated. In addition, J/TIP did not comply with 
performance monitoring elements required by the Federal Assistance Directive. 

 
As a result of these deficiencies, CT, INL, and J/TIP did not fully comply with monitoring 
requirements and therefore could not ensure that all award objectives in the Philippines were 
being achieved as intended. 

Performance Monitoring by CT 

For the RLA award, OIG found that CT was effectively monitoring the award’s performance. The 
IAA between CT and DOJ requires the latter to submit quarterly performance reports that 
include analyses of activities undertaken and goals achieved. OIG reviewed all four quarterly 
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performance reports for FY 2018 and found that DOJ generally included information about its 
activities and achievements. For example, one IAA objective is to strengthen the ability of 
prosecutors, criminal investigators, and the judiciary to combat money laundering related to 
terrorism and the financing of terrorism. DOJ’s report for the fourth quarter of FY 2018 stated 
that the Advisor hosted seminars and workshops for judges on financial crimes, money 
laundering, the handling of financing cases, and how to effectively present financial and 
forensic evidence. The report also provided the results of pre- and post-tests administered to 
prosecutors and investigators who attended the course to demonstrate increased knowledge in 
the topics discussed. Furthermore, CT had a systematic method of obtaining and reviewing 
performance reports and used other monitoring techniques to augment its oversight of the 
award. Specifically, CT attended teleconferences and in-person meetings with DOJ personnel, 
performed site visits, and completed an Annual Program Review12 based, in part, on its review 
of the quarterly reports. The annual program review listed the progress and results by objective 
and provided solutions to the obstacles found during the performance of this award.  
 
For the Soft Targets and Airport Security awards, the 2015 Memorandum of Agreement 
between CT and DS states that CT is responsible for monitoring the awards while DS 
implements them on its behalf. Specifically, the Agreement states that CT will work with DS to 
“jointly draft performance monitoring plans,”13 collect relevant monitoring data from DS for 
each award, and analyze the data provided by DS. The Agreement also requires CT to analyze 
the monitoring data it collects from DS quarterly so that program progress can be measured 
against goals and indicators to determine whether desired results are being achieved.  
 
CT monitored parts of the Soft Targets and Airport Security awards by making site visits, holding 
conference calls and in-person meetings with DS, and obtaining course descriptions for the 
training courses that DS developed and held. However, OIG found that CT did not develop 
performance monitoring plans for these two awards and did not systematically collect or 
analyze performance monitoring data for the awards quarterly. CT officials stated that instead 
of conducting its monitoring as outlined in its Agreement with DS, it used the Annual Program 
Review as its monitoring guide because they believed that the Agreement was outdated. OIG 
analyzed the Memorandum of Agreement between CT and DS and found that, even though it 
was signed in 2015, it was aligned with the monitoring requirements from 18 FAM 301 and CT’s 
2016 Monitoring and Evaluation Guide. Specifically, the Agreement requires quarterly analysis 
of monitoring data, which will assure decision-makers throughout the awards’ life cycles that 
progress is being made. Nonetheless, because CT believes that the document as it is currently 
framed is not adequate, OIG is therefore offering the following recommendations to CT. 
 

Recommendation 1: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and Countering 
Violent Extremism, in coordination with the Bureau of Diplomatic Security (DS), develop and 

 
12 The Annual Program Review is a document created annually to detail progress, results, obstacles, and solutions for a specific 
award. 
13 The performance monitoring plan defines performance indicators, the source of data for the measurements, and how that 
data will be collected. It serves three specific purposes: (1) facilitating the collection and review of comparable data over time 
and across project sites, (2) supporting the management of a data collection process, and (3) informing management of the 
periodic analysis and review of performance data. 
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implement performance monitoring plans and collect and analyze relevant monitoring data 
for the Soft Targets Crisis Response Program and the Manila Airport Security Program 
awards as agreed to in the 2015 Memorandum of Agreement with DS. 

Management Response: CT agreed with the recommendation, stating that DS has “finalized 
and implemented a comprehensive performance monitoring program” in consultation with 
CT. CT further stated that the program “defines relevant monitoring data for each individual 
functional area” of DS’s assistance and “lays out a plan for the collection of that data.” 
Finally, CT stated that it “will analyze the monitoring data collected and provided by [DS] on 
a quarterly basis, in line with the current Memorandum of Agreement between the two 
organizations.” 
 
OIG Reply: On the basis of CT’s concurrence with the recommendation and planned actions, 
OIG considers this recommendation resolved pending further action. The recommendation 
will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation demonstrating that CT, in 
coordination with DS, has implemented performance monitoring plans and is collecting and 
analyzing relevant monitoring data for the Soft Targets and Airport Security awards. 

 
Recommendation 2: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and Countering 
Violent Extremism (CT) establish a new Memorandum of Agreement with the Bureau of 
Diplomatic Security that reflects the requirements outlined in the Foreign Affairs Manual 
(FAM), 18 FAM 301, and CT’s 2016 Monitoring and Evaluation Guide. 

Management Response: CT disagreed with the recommendation to establish a new 
Memorandum of Agreement, stating that the existing agreement “sufficiently outlines the 
roles and responsibilities between CT and [DS].” CT further stated that because OIG’s audit 
report referenced a single CT official describing the agreement as outdated, the 
“perspective does not accurately represent that of the entire bureau.” CT added that the 
current Memorandum of Agreement “is sufficient to govern effectively the relationship 
between [CT] and [DS], as it pertains to the design, implementation, and oversight of 
foreign assistance.” CT noted that OIG concluded that the current Memorandum of 
Agreement aligns with the monitoring requirements from the FAM but nonetheless stated 
that “moving forward, [it] will work with [DS] to ensure both organizations comply” with the 
agreement’s stipulations. 
 
OIG Reply: Although CT stated that it disagreed with the recommendation, OIG considers 
this recommendation resolved on the basis of CT’s plan to implement the current 
Memorandum of Agreement and its representation that it considers the provisions of the 
Memorandum of Agreement to be adequate. CT asserted that OIG relied on a single CT 
official who described the agreement as outdated; however, multiple CT officials were 
involved in this discussion and did not dispute this characterization. In addition, as noted in 
the report, OIG analyzed the Memorandum of Agreement between CT and DS and found 
that, even though it was executed in 2015, it aligned with the monitoring requirements 
from 18 FAM 301 and CT’s 2016 Monitoring and Evaluation Guide. Therefore, CT’s plan to 
enforce the current Memorandum of Agreement and ensure that both organizations 
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comply with its stipulations meets the intent of the recommendation. The recommendation 
will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation demonstrating that CT is 
enforcing the terms of its current Memorandum of Agreement with DS. 

Performance Monitoring by INL 

INL is responsible for monitoring the Maritime Law Enforcement award that is implemented by 
the U.S. Coast Guard. However, OIG found that INL did not require the U.S. Coast Guard to fully 
implement the terms of the IAA. Specifically, INL did not require the U.S. Coast Guard to 
develop an implementation plan, establish program management support, and provide all 
quarterly progress reports for the award. Had an implementation plan been developed, it 
would have addressed items such as training requests, travel for subject matter experts, and 
the U.S. Coast Guard’s interface with the Philippine Coast Guard. The U.S. Coast Guard also did 
not appoint a two-person project management support team to ensure timely implementation 
of the award, although doing so is required by the terms of the IAA. Finally, over the past 2 
years, the U.S. Coast Guard provided only four of eight required quarterly progress reports. This 
occurred because, aside from the untimely reporting that INL was aware of and working to 
rectify, INL believed the U.S. Coast Guard was meeting the intent of the IAA. 
 
In addition, INL’s Agreement Officer Representative Handbook states that the Agreement 
Officer’s Representative should ensure the “verification of timely and adequate performance 
through the receipt, review, analysis, and written assessment of the required Program Progress 
Reports.” INL officials stated that they monitor the award’s performance by having regular 
discussions with the Philippine Coast Guard about the usefulness of the training provided, 
reviewing program progress reports submitted by the U.S. Coast Guard, and reviewing weekly 
updates from U.S. Coast Guard personnel. The Agreement Officer’s Representative stated that 
although he reviewed program progress reports, he was not documenting his reviews and 
analyses as required by the Handbook. 
 
Lastly, INL did not collect information to measure performance against objectives outlined in 
the IAA. Specifically, the four training objectives in the IAA are each to be measured with three 
similar performance metrics: distributing opinion surveys that achieve an overall satisfaction 
rate of 70 percent per course;14 having an average increase in knowledge of at least 10 percent 
based on pre- and post-test scores; and 1 to 6 months after completing the training, giving 
approximately 20 percent of the training participants a retention test who would earn a score 
of at least 50 percent. U.S. Coast Guard officials stated that they did not collect these data 
because it was difficult to do so. The lack of data, however, hinders INL’s ability to determine 
whether the Maritime Law Enforcement award is effective. For example, OIG observed the 
Outboard Motor Maintenance 2-week training course offered in Manila in December 2018. The 
course was aligned with the Small Boat Maritime Law Enforcement Operations and 
Sustainment objective in the IAA. However, because the pre- and post-tests and opinion 
surveys were not administered, INL could not determine whether this course was effective and 

 
14 The U.S. Coast Guard considers the student interviews titled “Debriefing of Trainees of the PCG” to be its opinion surveys. 
However, these interviews did not contain metrics to show a 70 percent overall satisfaction rate with the course, nor did the 
U.S. Coast Guard provide its methodology for how it determined there was a 70 percent overall satisfaction rate. 
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whether the objective was achieved. OIG is therefore offering the following recommendations 
to INL. 
 

Recommendation 3: OIG recommends that the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law 
Enforcement Affairs require the U.S. Coast Guard to develop an implementation plan, 
establish program management support, and submit all required quarterly Program 
Progress Reports in accordance with the terms and conditions of the United States Coast 
Guard Support to Philippine Coast Guard Maritime Law Enforcement Capability 
Development interagency agreement. 

Management Response: INL partially concurred with the recommendation, stating that 
“the language in the IAA work plan was not intended to require the [U.S. Coast Guard] to 
submit a separate implementation plan document, but rather to layout parameters and 
methodology for implementation.” Regardless, INL stated that it will work with the U.S. 
Coast Guard “to develop an implementation planning document to be updated regularly.” 
INL also stated that while the U.S. Coast Guard utilized a combination of full-time positions 
at U.S. Embassy Manila and a portion of time by other employees to implement the 
program, it “will work with [the U.S. Coast Guard] to identify the appropriate mix of 
individuals to provide program management support for the Philippines lAA going forward 
and will update the IAA to reflect that plan.” Finally, INL stated that in FY 2019, the U.S. 
Coast Guard “started submitting progress reports on a quarterly basis.” 
 
OIG Reply: On the basis of INL’s planned actions to work with the U.S. Coast Guard to 
develop an implementation planning document, OIG considers this recommendation 
resolved pending further action. OIG notes that it sees little, if any, distinction between an 
“implementation plan” and a document that is intended to “lay out parameters and 
methodology for implementation.” Regardless, the recommendation will be closed when 
OIG receives and accepts documentation demonstrating that INL has required the U.S. 
Coast Guard to develop an implementation plan, establish program management support, 
and submit quarterly reports in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Maritime 
Law Enforcement IAA. 

 
Recommendation 4: OIG recommends that the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law 
Enforcement Affairs (INL) document its reviews and analyses of all Program Progress 
Reports as required by INL’s Agreement Officer’s Representative Handbook. 

Management Response: INL concurred with the recommendation, stating that it “will 
provide more detailed guidance for the quarterly report review” to the Agreement Officer’s 
Representative and will also work with the Agreement Officer’s Representative to “ensure 
documentation of quarterly report reviews.” 
 
OIG Reply: On the basis of INL’s concurrence with the recommendation and planned 
actions, OIG considers this recommendation resolved pending further action. The 
recommendation will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation 
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demonstrating that INL is documenting its reviews and analyses of all Program Progress 
Reports as required by its Handbook. 

 
Recommendation 5: OIG recommends that the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law 
Enforcement Affairs require the U.S. Coast Guard to collect and report data to measure 
performance against the objectives outlined in the United States Coast Guard Support to 
Philippine Coast Guard Maritime Law Enforcement Capability Development interagency 
agreement. 

Management Response: INL concurred with the recommendation, stating that it “will work 
with the [U.S. Coast Guard] to amend the IAA work plan to better tailor the performance 
measures to the IAA objectives and ensure that [the U.S. Coast Guard] reports on these 
measures as required in the quarterly reports.” 
 
OIG Reply: On the basis of INL’s concurrence with the recommendation and planned actions, 
OIG considers this recommendation resolved pending further action. The recommendation 
will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation demonstrating that INL has 
required the U.S. Coast Guard to collect and report data to measure performance against the 
objectives outlined in the Maritime Law Enforcement IAA. 

Performance Monitoring by J/TIP 

The Federal Assistance Directive states that cooperative agreements must include written 
monitoring plans that are tied to risk assessments and are updated annually to reflect changes 
to the level of risk.15 OIG found that J/TIP created and annually updated risk assessments and 
monitoring plans for both the OSEC and PAVE awards as required. However, OIG’s review of the 
monitoring plans for these awards found that the plans did not always include required 
components. For example, the monitoring plans did not document how the recipient’s progress 
in meeting the goals would be measured. A J/TIP official stated that required components were 
missing because the monitoring plan template, which was created by A/OPE, was not designed 
to allow users to capture the information. An A/OPE official stated that the template does not 
capture this information because it can already be found in the award and other performance-
related documents. Therefore, the official stated that, beginning in October 2019, his office 
plans to update the Federal Assistance Directive to remove the monitoring plan requirements 
from the policy that contradict the information required in the monitoring plan template. 
 
The Federal Assistance Directive also states that a Grants Officer Representative must provide 
the Grants Officer with a written assessment of the recipient’s performance based on the 
review of Program Progress Reports within 30 days of receipt and document the official Federal 
award file to reflect this review.16 Although J/TIP received timely progress reports for the OSEC 
and PAVE awards, OIG found that the Grants Officer Representative documented her reviews 
between 12 days and 6 months after the due date for three of the four quarters reviewed. A 

 
15 A/OPE Federal Assistance Directive, “Developing a Monitoring Plan,” 78, and “Annual Review,” 134. 
16 A/OPE Federal Assistance Directive, “Grants Officer Designates Grants Officer Representative (GOR),” 79. 
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J/TIP official stated that even though the Grants Officer Representative sometimes documented 
her reviews later than the Federal Assistance Directive requires, she nevertheless provided 
verbal feedback to the recipients during site visits and conference calls within 30 days of 
receiving the progress reports.17 
 
Finally, OIG found that J/TIP did not effectively monitor the PAVE award to ensure that all 
performance objectives were achieved.18 Specifically, one objective of the PAVE award was to 
“provide short-term emergency shelter for up to 44 minor boys and girls with a 
high/therapeutic caregiver to child ratio by September 30, 2019.” However, the Salvation Army 
and its sub-recipient stated that there were challenges in identifying at-risk children and that 
only four children were being supported at the subrecipient’s shelter during OIG’s December 
2018 site visit. Despite the low number of participants, J/TIP continued to disburse funds (i.e., 
salaries and training) to the Salvation Army to promote this objective, even though its shelter 
had not housed any victims for at least 15 of the 24 months of the period of performance. OIG 
is therefore offering the following recommendations. 
 

Recommendation 6: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Administration, Office of the 
Procurement Executive, assess and update the Federal Assistance Directive to ensure 
monitoring plan requirements align with the mandatory monitoring plan template. 

Management Response: A/OPE concurred with the recommendation, stating that the FY 
2020 Federal Assistance Directive, which will be released on October 1, 2019, “will ensure 
monitoring plan requirements align with the mandatory monitoring plan template and do 
not require the inclusion of performance metrics in the plan itself.”  
 
OIG Reply: On the basis of A/OPE’s concurrence with the recommendation and planned 
actions, OIG considers this recommendation resolved pending further action. The 
recommendation will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation 
demonstrating that A/OPE has assessed and updated the Federal Assistance Directive to 
ensure monitoring plan requirements align with the mandatory monitoring plan template.  

 
Recommendation 7: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
Persons review performance progress reports within 30 days of receipt in the official 
Federal award files, as required by the Federal Assistance Directive, for both the Child 
Protection Compact–Improving the Government of the Philippines’ Responses to Online 
Sexual Exploitation of Children and Child Labor Trafficking and the Protecting At-risk 
children Vulnerable to Exploitation cooperative agreements.  

 
17 The J/TIP official also stated that the transition to the State Assistance Management System-Domestic contributed to delays 
in uploading the reviews of the Program Progress Reports. 
18 OIG was unable to observe performance of activities for the OSEC award but obtained sufficient support to conclude that the 
International Justice Mission is on track to meet established performance indicators. For the PAVE award, OIG both observed 
and received sufficient evidence from the Salvation Army and its sub-recipients to show that two of the three sub-objectives 
are on track to meet established performance indicators. 
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Management Response: J/TIP agreed with the recommendation, stating that it has made 
three substantive improvements to its business practices. First, J/TIP stated that it has 
directed the addition of the Performance Measurement Specialist as a reviewer for all 
performance progress reports related to post award activities in its grant management 
database. According to J/TIP, this measure “ensures that there is a backup person to 
monitor timely submissions and speeds up the review, approval, and distribution of follow-
on reporting templates to grantees.” Second, J/TIP stated that, approximately 30 days after 
the close of each reporting cycle, the Performance Management Specialist will run a 
quarterly Overdue Performance Reports list “to follow-up on or update the status of 
overdue performance reports in a more timely manner.” Third, J/TIP represented that it will 
require Program Officers to submit comments in its grant management database 
“documenting if their review will be late.” 
 
OIG Reply: On the basis of J/TIP’s concurrence with the recommendation and planned 
actions, OIG considers this recommendation resolved pending further action. The 
recommendation will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation 
demonstrating that J/TIP has reviewed performance progress reports within 30 days of 
receipt in the official Federal award files, as required by the Federal Assistance Directive, for 
both the PAVE and OSEC cooperative agreements.  

 
Recommendation 8: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
Persons (J/TIP) determine whether the objective to “provide short-term emergency shelter 
for up to 44 minor boys and girls with a high/therapeutic caregiver to child ratio” in the 
Protecting At-risk children Vulnerable to Exploitation cooperative agreement should be 
revised. If so, J/TIP should request that the Grants Officer (a) update the cooperative 
agreement accordingly and (b) ensure that the amount of funding disbursed to the award 
recipient is consistent with the services received.  

Management Response: J/TIP agreed with the recommendation to ensure that the amount 
of funding disbursed to the award recipient is consistent with the services received; 
however, it did not agree to update the cooperative agreement. J/TIP declined to update 
the cooperative agreement because it stated that it considers the objective to “provide 
short-term emergency shelter for up to 44 minor boys and girls with a high/therapeutic 
caregiver to child ratio” in the PAVE award to be progressing in a reasonable manner. 
Specifically, J/TIP stated that in December 2018, 21 children out of the target 44 children 
“received shelter services under the project, which reasonably aligns with the timeline of 
the project.” J/TIP also stated that as of June 30, 2019, one specific home was “supporting 
10 children out of 12 available bed spaces.” 
 
OIG Reply: Although J/TIP did not agree to update the cooperative agreement, its planned 
actions to ensure that the amount of funding disbursed to the award recipient is consistent 
with the services received meets the intent of the recommendation. OIG notes that, while it 
stands by its factual conclusions regarding how many children were being served when the 
fieldwork was conducted, OIG also acknowledges representations that the grantee has 
made improvements since that time. Accordingly, OIG considers this recommendation 
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resolved pending further action. The recommendation will be closed when OIG receives and 
accepts documentation demonstrating that J/TIP (a) has determined that the objective to 
“provide short-term emergency shelter for up to 44 minor boys and girls with a 
high/therapeutic caregiver to child ratio” in the PAVE award does not need to be revised 
and (b) has ensured that the amount of funds disbursed to the award recipient is consistent 
with the services received. 

Finding B: Elements of Financial Monitoring of Foreign Assistance Awards in the 
Philippines Need Improvement 

OIG found that although CT, INL, and J/TIP generally conducted financial monitoring for their 
funded awards, deficiencies with some elements of financial monitoring require improvement 
as follows: 
 

• CT did not require DS to submit financial reports for the two bureau transfers; allowed 
DOJ to fund the RLA position contrary to Federal appropriations law; and did not require 
approval for adjustments to the budget. As a result, OIG questioned $102,256 spent 
under the award. CT stated that these conditions occurred because it lacked the staff to 
ensure compliance with the execution of funds, did not perform its own financial 
reviews and instead relied on DOJ to liquidate funds appropriately, and misinterpreted 
the budget procedures outlined in the IAA. 

• INL did not review financial reports quarterly, obtain and review supporting financial 
documentation, or require reporting in accordance with the approved budget. These 
deficiencies occurred because INL officials stated that the U.S. Coast Guard was spending 
in accordance with the established budget and additional supporting documentation 
related to the award was not requested and reviewed because it was not required. 

• J/TIP allowed the award recipient to realign funds without documenting the request and 
approval, did not review and approve quarterly financial reports in a timely manner, and 
allowed the award recipient to pay salaries of personnel who were not working to 
advance the award’s activities. As a result, OIG questioned $7,500. These deficiencies 
occurred because J/TIP did not fully comply with the Federal Assistance Directive. 

 
Because of these deficiencies, CT, INL, and J/TIP did not fully comply with financial monitoring 
requirements and therefore could not ensure that all funds supporting the Philippines were 
expended in accordance with the awards’ objectives. 

Financial Monitoring by CT 

For the Soft Targets and Aviation Security awards, the 2015 Memorandum of Agreement 
between CT and DS required DS to submit quarterly financial reports with “allocations, 
committed funds, obligated funds, unliquidated obligations, and expenditures” for each fiscal 
year of the award’s implementation. DS would have obtained this information by invoking 
contractual terms requiring the contractor to submit complete invoices with supporting 
documentation such as quality assurance compliance reports, instructors’ timesheets, receipts for 
other direct costs (such as supplies, excess baggage, local transportation, and internet), and 
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traveler expense reports for the instructors. OIG reviewed supporting documentation for five 
courses19 held in January and February 2019 and found that the contractor had provided some 
receipts for other direct costs and traveler expense reports. However, the contractor did not 
provide any quality assurance compliance reports or timesheets for 11 of 14 instructors. These 
unsupported invoices totaled $13,700. 
 
CT officials stated that they did not require DS to submit financial reports because they lacked 
the staff to ensure that DS did so. However, without the quarterly financial reports and 
supporting documentation, CT could not determine whether the contractor was fully meeting 
the terms and conditions of the award. OIG is therefore offering the following 
recommendations to CT. 
 

Recommendation 9: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and Countering 
Violent Extremism require the Bureau of Diplomatic Security to submit quarterly financial 
reports as agreed to in the 2015 Memorandum of Agreement for both the Soft Targets 
Crisis Response Program and the Manila Airport Security Program. 

Management Response: CT agreed with the recommendation, stating that it will request 
that DS “provide timely submission of required financial reports for all programming, as 
agreed to in the 2015 Memorandum of Agreement.” 
 
OIG Reply: On the basis of CT’s concurrence with the recommendation and planned actions, 
OIG considers this recommendation resolved pending further action. The recommendation 
will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation demonstrating that CT 
required DS to submit quarterly financial reports as agreed to in the 2015 Memorandum of 
Agreement for both the Soft Targets and Airport Security awards. 

 
Recommendation 10: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and 
Countering Violent Extremism, in coordination with the Bureau of Diplomatic Security, 
review the invoices for the five completed Soft Targets Crisis Response Program and Manila 
Airport Security Program courses reviewed in this audit and (a) determine the allowability 
of the costs of $13,700 OIG identified, (b) recoup those funds from the contractor if they 
are determined to be unallowable, and (c) withhold payments on all future invoices 
submitted by the contractor until invoices have appropriate supporting documentation. 

Management Response: CT disagreed with the recommendation, stating that it and DS 
believe that “these costs were allowable as specific documentation was not required for 
these Firm Fixed Price contracts.” 
 
OIG Reply: OIG considers this recommendation unresolved because the contract specifically 
states that the contractor “shall attach” required documentation to each invoice “to 
support the number of hours worked for the invoice period.” Although OIG recognizes that 

 
19 Courses reviewed for the Soft Targets award were Protecting Soft Targets, Protecting Soft Targets Train the Trainer, and Public 
Awareness Consultation. Courses reviewed for the Aviation Security award were Instructor Development Courses 1 and 2. 
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the contract includes several contract line items that are Firm Fixed Price, the contract also 
has line items for travel and other direct costs that are cost reimbursable. For those costs 
that are cost reimbursable line items, documentation should have been provided. 
Specifically, the contract states that the contractor “shall attach” required documentation 
to each invoice, including quality assurance compliance reports and individual timesheets, 
“to support the number of hours worked for the invoice period.” OIG found that the 
contractor did not include timesheets for 11 of 14 instructors to support their travel, which 
is a cost reimbursable item. Therefore, OIG requests that CT reconsider its response to this 
recommendation. OIG will consider this recommendation resolved when CT, in coordination 
with DS, agrees to review the invoices for the five completed Soft Targets and Airport 
Security courses reviewed in this audit and (a) determine the allowability of the costs of 
$13,700 OIG identified, (b) recoup those funds from the contractor if they are determined 
to be unallowable, and (c) withhold payments on all future invoices submitted by the 
contractor until invoices have appropriate supporting documentation. The recommendation 
will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation demonstrating that a 
determination regarding allowability has been made and all funds determined to be 
unallowable have been recouped. 

 
For the RLA award, CT allowed DOJ to use a larger percentage of CT’s funds than the IAA 
stipulated to pay for the Advisor position. Specifically, DOJ receives funds (through IAAs) from 
both CT and INL to implement the RLA program.20 The Advisor stated that, on average, he 
charges half of his time to the IAA with CT and the other half to the IAA with INL. OIG found, 
however, that DOJ does not always pay the Advisor’s salary on a “50/50” basis. Instead, except 
for FY 2016, DOJ paid the Advisor’s full salary with INL funds for 1 year and his full salary with 
CT funds for the following year. Therefore, OIG is questioning the $70,000 paid for 50 percent 
of the RLA’s salary from FY 2018 that should have been charged against the INL IAA (see Table 2 
for RLA salary payments). 
 
Table 2: RLA Salary Payments  

Fiscal Year Funding Method 
FY 2015 100 percent of the salary paid from the INL IAA  
FY 2016 50 percent paid from the CT IAA; 50 percent paid from the INL IAA 
FY 2017 100 percent of the salary paid from the INL IAA  
FY 2018 100 percent of the salary paid from the CT IAA 

Source: Generated by OIG based on RLA salary data provided by DOJ. 
  
According to a DOJ official, accounting for funds across the two IAA is complicated. However, 
even assuming this to be true, there is nonetheless a statutory requirement to account for the 
funds. In particular, the amount of any reimbursement or payment “shall be credited to current 

 
20 The INL IAA for the RLA program was not in OIG’s initial audit scope but was reviewed because of its impact on the CT IAA. 
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applicable appropriations, funds, or accounts.”21 Accordingly, not adhering to these standards 
could potentially result in an improper augmentation of a bureau’s appropriation.22  
 
Furthermore, Procurement Information Bulletin No. 2014-0523 states that “financial status 
reports should be verified by joint reconciliation efforts and, as required, by requesting agency 
reviews of the servicing agency records related to the IAA.” Although CT obtained quarterly 
financial reports for the RLA award, it did not document its reviews of financial reports or 
obtain and review supporting financial documentation for reconciliation purposes. Instead, CT 
stated that DOJ was trusted to liquidate the funds according to the IAA. Because CT did not 
review DOJ’s financial execution of its appropriated funds, it could not ensure that DOJ was 
spending funds appropriately.  
 
Finally, OIG found that DOJ overspent on its budget without obtaining approval from CT as 
stipulated in the IAA. The IAA established a program budget for allowable expenses and 
required adjustments to costs of individual line items greater than 10 percent to be agreed to in 
advance and in writing by the requesting agency. OIG reviewed quarterly financial reports for 
FY 2018 and determined that as of October 1, 2018, DOJ had obligated a total $152,000 for 
salaries, which was $18,556 over the budgeted amount of $133,444. This amount was 
approximately 14 percent more than the budgeted amount, but DOJ did not request, and CT 
did not provide written authorization for, this adjustment. CT allowed the adjustment without 
written authorization because CT’s interpretation of “line items” was at the budget category 
level versus the individual line item level.24 According to CT officials, this interpretation had 
been used for years and was agreed to by both agencies. This interpretation was not, however, 
consistent with the IAA’s language. Therefore, OIG is questioning the $18,556 expended in 
excess of the budgeted amount and is offering the following recommendations to CT.  
 

Recommendation 11: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and 
Countering Violent Extremism (CT) require the Department of Justice to pay the salary of 
the Resident Legal Advisor in a manner that reflects the actual amount of time spent 
working on CT’s behalf on the Resident Legal Advisor Program. 

Management Response: CT agreed with the recommendation, stating that it “will request 
the Department of Justice to implement a financial system that pays Resident Legal Advisor 
(RLA) salaries that accurately reflect the actual amount of time spent working on CT's 
behalf.” CT further stated that it will reduce “the overall number of jointly funded RLAs in 

 
21 22 U.S.C. § 2392 (c) “Reimbursement for Commodities, Services, and Facilities.” 
22 OIG also notes that the Government Accountability Office has stated that payments under the Economy Act, 31 U.S.C. § 1535, 
“whether by advance with subsequent adjustment or by reimbursement, must be based on the ’actual cost of goods or services 
provided.’ This applies to both intra- and interagency transactions under the Act.” Government Accountability Office, 
“Principles of Federal Appropriations Law, Third Edition, Volume III,” 12-37 (GAO-08-978SP, September 2008). Although the IAA 
was not funded under the Economy Act, the underlying principles remain. 
23 A/OPE Procurement Information Bulletin No. 2014-05, 6. 
24 An example of a budget category is “RLA Personnel Support Costs,” and line items under this budget category include “Salary 
and Locality Pay,” “Benefits,” “Post (Hardship) Differential,” and “Overhead.” 
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the next two years, to include shifting the jointly funded Philippines RLA to a position only 
funded by CT,” to further limit this issue from recurring. 
 
OIG Reply: On the basis of CT’s concurrence with the recommendation and planned actions, 
OIG considers this recommendation resolved pending further action. The recommendation 
will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation demonstrating that CT has 
required DOJ to pay the salary of the RLA in a manner that reflects the actual amount of 
time spent working on CT’s behalf on the RLA Program. 

 
Recommendation 12: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and 
Countering Violent Extremism (a) determine the allowability of the $70,000 in funds 
identified by OIG from the Resident Legal Advisor Program expended in FY 2018, (b) obtain 
a refund for those payments determined to be unallowable, and (c) verify that the funds 
have been returned. 

Management Response: CT disagreed with the recommendation, stating that it stands by 
its joint interpretation with DOJ “of the applicable budget category that triggers the need 
for written concurrence exceeding 10 percent.” CT further stated, however, “Understanding 
that a joint interpretation should be broadly communicated, going forward, CT will take 
steps to include clearer language in Interagency Agreements as to what constitutes a 
budget category and how the 10 percent applies.” 
 
OIG Reply: Although CT stated that it will take steps to include clearer language in IAAs as to 
what constitutes a budget category and how a 10 percent change to that budget category 
applies, OIG considers this recommendation unresolved. CT’s response seemingly addresses 
recommendation 14, which questions the costs that were obligated beyond the budgeted 
amount at greater than the allowable 10 percent. CT moreover did not agree to determine 
the allowability of the $70,000 expended in FY 2018 for the RLA Program. Specifically, OIG 
found that $70,000 was paid for 50 percent of the RLA’s salary in FY 2018, which should 
have been charged against the INL IAA. This recommendation will be considered resolved 
when CT agrees to determine the allowability of the $70,000 in funds identified by OIG from 
the RLA Program expended in FY 2018. The recommendation will be closed when OIG 
receives and accepts documentation demonstrating that a determination regarding 
allowability has been made and all funds determined to be unallowable have been 
recouped. 

 
Recommendation 13: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and 
Countering Violent Extremism document its reviews of quarterly financial reports and 
obtain, review, and document supporting financial documentation for the Resident Legal 
Advisor Program for reconciliation purposes, in accordance with Procurement Information 
Bulletin No 2014-05. 

Management Response: CT agreed with the recommendation, stating that it “will work 
with [DOJ] to improve our process for receiving, reviewing, and documenting financial 
reporting for reconciliation purposes.” 
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OIG Reply: On the basis of CT’s concurrence with the recommendation and planned actions, 
OIG considers this recommendation resolved pending further action. The recommendation 
will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation demonstrating that CT has 
documented its reviews of quarterly financial reports and obtained, reviewed, and 
documented supporting financial documentation for the RLA Program for reconciliation 
purposes, in accordance with Procurement Information Bulletin No 2014-05.  

 
Recommendation 14: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and 
Countering Violent Extremism (a) determine the allowability of costs of $18,556 identified 
by OIG that were obligated beyond the budgeted amount for the Resident Legal Advisor 
Program without authorization in FY 2018, (b) obtain a refund for those payments 
determined to be unallowable, and (c) verify that the funds have been returned. 

Management Response: CT disagreed with this recommendation, stating that it stands by 
its joint interpretation with DOJ “of the applicable budget category that triggers the need 
for written concurrence exceeding 10 percent.” CT further stated that it, however, “will take 
steps to include clearer language in Interagency Agreements as to what constitutes a 
budget category and how the 10 percent applies.” 
 
OIG Reply: OIG considers this recommendation unresolved because CT has not agreed to 
determine the allowability of the $18,556 in questioned costs identified. As described in the 
report, OIG found that CT and DOJ erroneously used the budget category subtotal, which is 
the sum of the individual line items in that budget category, to calculate the 10 percent and 
determine whether an approval was required. However, as noted in the report, the IAA 
required adjustments to costs of individual line items (not budget categories) greater than 
10 percent to be agreed to in advance and in writing by the requesting agency. That is, CT 
and DOJ improper conflated line items and budget categories. Therefore, the 
recommendation will be considered resolved when CT agrees to determine the allowability 
of the questioned costs of $18,556 that were obligated beyond the budgeted amount for 
the RLA Program without authorization in FY 2018. The recommendation will be closed 
when OIG receives and accepts documentation demonstrating that a determination 
regarding allowability has been made and all funds determined to be unallowable have 
been recouped. 

 
Recommendation 15: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and 
Countering Violent Extremism develop and implement procedures to verify that all award 
recipients comply with approved budget plans or obtain permission via formal amendments 
or written agreements to deviate from approved budget plans. 

Management Response: CT agreed with the recommendation, stating that it “will 
implement procedures to verify that award recipients are in compliance with approved 
budgets and document any deviations appropriately.” CT further stated that these 
procedures “will be clearly stated in IAAs going forward.” 
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OIG Reply: On the basis of CT’s concurrence with the recommendation and planned actions, 
OIG considers this recommendation resolved pending further action. The recommendation 
will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation demonstrating that CT has 
implemented procedures to verify that all award recipients comply with approved budget 
plans or obtained permission via formal amendments or written agreements to deviate 
from approved budget plans. 

Financial Monitoring by INL 

Procurement Information Bulletin 2014-05 states that financial status reports should be verified 
by joint reconciliation efforts and, as required, by requesting agency reviews of the servicing 
agency records.25 In addition, the Maritime Law Enforcement award states that the U.S. Coast 
Guard will furnish INL with financial reports no less than quarterly; the IAA further states that 
these reports should include obligations and liquidations for each project’s cost components 
categories and that funds “shall be expended only on activities, services, or materials that 
contribute to meeting project objectives.”  
 
According to an INL official, INL conducts financial monitoring of the Maritime Law Enforcement 
award by reconciling the Department’s financial system of record26 with the U.S. Coast Guard’s 
quarterly reports. However, OIG found that the U.S. Coast Guard provided only four of eight 
financial status reports during the award’s 2-year period of performance, which was contrary to 
the terms of the IAA. As noted previously, the award terms state that financial reports will be 
provided by the U.S. Coast Guard quarterly. According to an INL official, INL’s reviews of the 
award were performed when the agreement was modified or on an as-needed basis. In addition 
to not requiring and reviewing all quarterly financial reports, INL did not request any additional 
supporting documentation from the U.S. Coast Guard. An INL official stated that the U.S. Coast 
Guard was spending in accordance with the established budget and that additional supporting 
documentation was not requested because it was not required. 
 
OIG reviewed of a sample of 13 expenditures worth $234,529 and supporting documentation 
for the Maritime Law Enforcement award and was unable to trace the U.S. Coast Guard’s 
financial reporting categories back to the budget categories established in the IAA. An INL 
official stated that, although the way the budget is arranged—i.e., the formatting—“makes it 
difficult to compare the reports to the budget,” the categories on the financial reports can be 
linked to the relevant categories on the budget. A U.S. Coast Guard official agreed that the 
current reporting format makes it difficult to align the financial report with the established 
budget but stated that the U.S. Coast Guard uses the same format for all its programs to leave 
“less room for error” when consolidating information. However, without quarterly financial 
report reconciliations, reviewing a sample of expenditures, or requiring financial reporting by 
budget category, INL could not have reasonable assurance that funds were expended on 

 
25 A/OPE Procurement Information Bulletin 2014-05, at 6. 
26 The Department’s financial system of record is the Global Financial Management System (domestic) or Regional Financial 
Management System (overseas). 
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“activities, services, or materials” for the Maritime Law Enforcement award’s objectives. OIG is 
therefore offering the following recommendations to INL. 
 

Recommendation 16: OIG recommends that the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law 
Enforcement Affairs require the U.S. Coast Guard to submit financial reports on a quarterly 
basis that are in alignment with the budget categories established in the United States 
Coast Guard Support to Philippines Coast Guard Maritime Law Enforcement Capability 
Development interagency agreement. 

Management Response: INL concurred with the recommendation, stating that in FY 2019, 
the U.S. Coast Guard “submitted financial reports on a quarterly basis.” INL further stated 
that it continues to work with the U.S. Coast Guard “to ensure the financial report format 
aligns with the budget categories as established by the IAA.” 
 
OIG Reply: On the basis of INL’s concurrence with the recommendation and stated actions 
that the U.S. Coast Guard is submitting financial reports on a quarterly basis in FY 2019, OIG 
considers this recommendation resolved pending further action. The recommendation will 
be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation demonstrating that INL has 
required the U.S. Coast Guard to submit financial reports on a quarterly basis that are in 
alignment with the budget categories established in the Maritime Law Enforcement IAA. 

 
Recommendation 17: OIG recommends that the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law 
Enforcement Affairs review supporting documentation for expenditures to verify that funds 
are “expended only on activities, services, or materials that contribute to meeting project 
objectives.” 

Management Response: INL partially concurred with the recommendation, stating that it is 
not “Department policy or the Bureau’s standard practice to review supporting 
documentation for every expense, but we maintain the ability to request supporting 
documentation if we suspect a problem with the expenditure.” However, INL also stated 
that “[i]mproving the quarterly financial report format and conducting quarterly 
reconciliations of those reports should address the concern over spending according to the 
budget categories.” INL also stated, “To address this recommendation, INL will work with 
[the U.S. Coast Guard] to review a sampling of supporting documentation for expenditures 
on this IAA along with the financial reports to ensure alignment with the agreed budget.” 
 
OIG Reply: On the basis of INL’s planned actions to improve the quarterly financial report 
format, reconcile those reports, and review a sample of supporting documentation for 
expenditures, OIG considers this recommendation resolved pending further action. The 
recommendation will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation 
demonstrating that INL has reviewed supporting documentation for expenditures to verify 
that funds were “expended only on activities, services, or materials that contribute to 
meeting project objectives.”  
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Financial Monitoring by J/TIP 

The Federal Assistance Directive states that the Grants Officer must, within 30 calendar days of 
receipt of a request from the award recipient to amend the budget, review the request and 
notify the award recipient whether the request has been approved.27 OIG found that J/TIP 
allowed the award recipient to realign funds without following the established amendment 
process to document the request and approval. On September 28, 2018, the Salvation Army 
requested approval from J/TIP to realign funds between cost-sharing and subaward budget 
categories. Although a J/TIP official stated that the amendment request was approved,28 she 
was unable to provide evidence that the Salvation Army received this approval within the 
required 30 calendar days.29 The official also explained that she was unable to process 
amendments using the Department’s State Assistance Management System, as required by the 
Federal Assistance Directive,30 because J/TIP did not have a Financial Management Officer from 
November 2018 to March 2019 to approve the amendment.  
 
In addition, OIG found that although the PAVE and OSEC award recipients submitted quarterly 
financial reports to J/TIP as required by the terms and conditions of the cooperative 
agreements, the Grants Officer did not review and approve these reports for three of four 
quarters in a timely manner.31 A J/TIP official stated that J/TIP could not approve the financial 
reports in a timely manner because of unresolved technical issues with the Payment 
Management System.32 However, without timely review, award recipients may receive funds 
when they are delinquent in submission of required documentation or reporting; request more 
funds than are commensurate with the amount of work accomplished; maintain excess cash 
on-hand, which may be more than immediate needs require; and expend funds outside the 
terms and conditions of the award.  
 
Finally, OIG reviewed a sample of 163 expenditures worth $465,300 between October 1, 2017, 
and November 30, 2018, for the PAVE award and determined that approximately $7,500 was 
used to employ staff (security guards, social workers, a psychologist, a recreational coordinator, 
a nurse, and caregivers) who did not work on PAVE-related activities.33 Because Federal award 
funds cannot be used to support activities outside the award, OIG determined that this amount 
was unallowable. A J/TIP official stated that she did not identify the unallowable expenditures 

 
27 A/OPE Federal Assistance Directive, “Grants Officer Review and Documentation,” 138. 
28 J/TIP stated that it provided approval via email, which it considered an official approval. However, this is contrary to the 
Federal Assistance Directive, which requires the use of the State Assistance Management System. 
29 In December 2018, the process to formally amend the award was still ongoing, which was beyond the 30-day requirement. 
30 The official system used by the Department for all domestically executed grants and cooperative agreements is the State 
Assistance Management System-Domestic.  
31 If the financial report is not approved in the Payment Management System within 30 days, the system will automatically 
approve the report by default. 
32 The Payment Management System is a U.S. Government-wide centralized Federal award payment and cash management 
system operated by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and is to be used for all domestically awarded Federal 
financial assistance. 
33 A representative from the Salvation Army disagreed that it was paying personnel with PAVE funds to work on non-PAVE 
activities. He provided documentation (such as undated pictures of and unsigned/undated employment agreements for the 
questioned staff) to support his claim, but OIG was unable to ascertain from this documentation that his position was valid. 
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because the official’s most recent site visit was conducted in May 2018, which was before these 
issues occurred. However, documentation shows that J/TIP had at least some general 
awareness that the probability of the recipient erroneously reporting expenditures was high 
because of the references made in its site visit reports. Specifically, in its October 2017 site visit 
report, J/TIP wrote that the Salvation Army could not use PAVE funds to support current 
residents at its shelter because those residents did not meet the definition of at-risk children 
under the PAVE award. Seven months later during its May 2018 site visit report, J/TIP officials 
noted that the Salvation Army did not follow the guidance provided in October 2017 because it 
included existing shelter staff training costs for payment under the PAVE cooperative 
agreement.  
 
OIG also reviewed a sample of 76 expenditures worth $345,236 for the OSEC award between 
October 1, 2017, and November 30, 2018, and did not identify any discrepancies. OIG was able 
to verify each sampled expenditure against supporting documentation. OIG is offering J/TIP the 
following recommendations. 
  

Recommendation 18: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking 
in Persons review the Protecting At-risk children Vulnerable to Exploitation cooperative 
agreement and correct any deficiencies identified with the budget amendment processes, 
such as requiring all amendments to be approved and signed in the State Assistance 
Management System.  

Management Response: J/TIP agreed with the recommendation, stating that according to 
its revised internal manual, “the Grants Officer has the discretion to approve changes in 
writing via email, or via formal amendment,” and that amendments “must be formally 
processed” via the Department’s State Assistance Management System. J/TIP added, “All 
required amendments to the Protecting At-risk children Vulnerable to Exploitation 
cooperative agreement have been fully issued and countersigned” within the State 
Assistance Management System as of June 18, 2019. 
 
OIG Reply: On the basis of J/TIP’s concurrence with the recommendation and stated 
actions, OIG considers this recommendation resolved pending further action. The 
recommendation will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation 
demonstrating that J/TIP has corrected deficiencies identified with the budget amendment 
processes, such as requiring all amendments to be approved and signed in the State 
Assistance Management System, for the PAVE award. 

 
Recommendation 19: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking 
in Persons develop policies and procedures to ensure that the budget amendment approval 
process for all future awards is completed in accordance with the Federal Assistance 
Directive. 

Management Response: J/TIP concurred with the recommendation, stating that according 
to its revised internal manual, “the Grants Officer has the discretion to approve changes in 
writing via email, or via formal amendment,” and that amendments “must always be 
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formally processed” via the Department’s State Assistance Management System. J/TIP also 
explained that the Federal Assistance Directive similarly states that “the Grants Officer has 
the discretion to approve of budget realignments (as well as other prior approval 
amendments) in writing via written email or letter, or via formal amendment.” Accordingly, 
J/TIP concluded that it is in compliance with the Federal Assistance Directive and stated that 
it “will ensure that this process is followed for all amendments, including budget 
amendments, for all future awards.” 

OIG Reply: On the basis of J/TIP’s concurrence with the recommendation and planned 
actions, OIG considers this recommendation resolved pending further action. OIG notes that 
in its response to this recommendation, J/TIP stated that it complied with the Federal 
Assistance Directive for budget realignments and other prior approval amendments. 
However, this recommendation is intended to address weaknesses OIG found in the budget 
amendment approval process. Specifically, the Federal Assistance Directive states that “the 
Grants Officer must review the budget within 30 days of receiving the request and notify 
the recipient whether the budget revisions have been approved. If revision is still under 
consideration at the end of 30 calendar days, the Grants Officer must inform the recipient in 
writing of the date when the recipient may expect the decision.” The Federal Assistance 
Directive further states that Grant Officers must use the State Assistance Management 
System to process amendments to Federal awards. Because J/TIP acknowledges this 
requirement in its internal manual, which was in draft during the audit, and, in its response 
to this recommendation, stated that it would “ensure that this process is followed for all 
amendments, including budget amendments, for all future awards,” OIG considers this 
recommendation resolved. The recommendation will be closed when OIG receives and 
accepts documentation demonstrating that J/TIP has developed policies and implemented 
procedures to ensure the budget amendment approval process for all future awards is 
completed in accordance with the Federal Assistance Directive. 

 
Recommendation 20: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking 
in Persons conduct and document reviews of quarterly financial reports for the Child 
Protection Compact–Improving the Government of the Philippines’ Responses to Online 
Sexual Exploitation of Children and Child Labor Trafficking and Protecting At-risk children 
Vulnerable to Exploitation awards in the official files, as required by the Federal Assistance 
Directive. 

Management Response: J/TIP agreed with the recommendation, stating that awardees are 
required to submit the Federal Financial Report within the Payment Management System, 
which is “reviewed for quality and approved by the Grants Officer.” J/TIP further stated that 
“this financial review is completed on a quarterly basis and is common practice for all grants 
and cooperative agreements across the State Department and consistent with guidance 
contained in the Federal Assistance Directive.” 
 
OIG Reply: On the basis of J/TIP’s concurrence with the recommendation and stated 
actions, OIG considers this recommendation resolved pending further action. The 
recommendation will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation 
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demonstrating that J/TIP has conducted and documented its reviews of quarterly financial 
reports for the OSEC and PAVE awards in the official files, as required by the Federal 
Assistance Directive.  

 
Recommendation 21: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking 
in Persons (a) determine the allowability of the costs of $7,500 identified that were used to 
pay salaries for staff who were not supporting the Protecting At-risk children Vulnerable to 
Exploitation cooperative agreement, (b) recover any costs determined to be unallowable, 
and (c) verify that the funds have been returned. 

Management Response: J/TIP concurred with the recommendation, stating that it “will 
conduct a review to determine if expenses were allowable. If deemed unallowable, the 
[J/]TIP Office will recover costs as well as verify that funds have been returned for any 
unallowable expenses.” 

OIG Reply: On the basis of J/TIP’s concurrence with the recommendation and planned 
actions, OIG considers this recommendation resolved pending further action. The 
recommendation will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation 
demonstrating that J/TIP (a) determined the allowability of the costs of $7,500 identified 
that were used to pay salaries for staff who were not supporting the PAVE award, (b) 
recovered any costs determined to be unallowable, and (c) verified that the funds have 
been returned.  

 
Recommendation 22: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking 
in Persons (a) conduct a review of all expenditures invoiced under the Protecting At-risk 
children Vulnerable to Exploitation cooperative agreement to date and (b) identify and 
recover all expenditures determined to be unallowable. 

Management Response: J/TIP agreed with the recommendation, stating that it “will 
conduct a review to determine if expenses were allowable. If deemed unallowable, the 
[J]/TIP Office will recover costs as well as verify that funds have been returned for any 
unallowable expenses.” 
 
OIG Reply: On the basis of J/TIP’s concurrence with the recommendation and planned 
actions, OIG considers this recommendation resolved pending further action. The 
recommendation will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation 
demonstrating that J/TIP (a) conducted a review of all expenditures invoiced under the 
PAVE award to date and (b) identified and recovered all expenditures determined to be 
unallowable.  

 
Recommendation 23: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking 
in Persons develop and implement policies and procedures in accordance with the Federal 
Assistance Directive to employ a robust financial monitoring process including a review of 
supporting financial documentation when potential misuse of award funds is identified. 
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Management Response: J/TIP concurred with the recommendation, stating that it “revised 
its Assistance Management and Planning Manual in May 2019 to add procedures for a more 
robust financial monitoring and review process, consistent with policies and procedures 
contained in the Federal Assistance Directive.” 

OIG Reply: On the basis of J/TIP’s concurrence with the recommendation and stated 
actions, OIG considers this recommendation resolved pending further action. The 
recommendation will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation 
demonstrating that J/TIP has developed and implemented policies and procedures in 
accordance with the Federal Assistance Directive to employ a robust financial monitoring 
process, including a review of supporting financial documentation when potential misuse of 
award funds is identified. 

Finding C: Evaluation Guidance of Foreign Assistance Programs in the Philippines 
Requires Enforcement and Structural Improvement  

OIG found that CT, INL, and J/TIP did not follow guidance in 18 FAM 300 for evaluations. 
Specifically, CT, INL, and J/TIP did not follow this guidance when defining their programs that 
would be subject to evaluation. This occurred, in part, because the Office of U.S. Foreign 
Assistance Resources allowed the bureaus and office to deviate from the FAM when they 
defined their programs and did not verify that these entities were implementing all required 
elements of the guidance. As a result, the Department may not be able to demonstrate that 
U.S. strategic goals in the Philippines were resourced appropriately and aligned with strategic 
goals so as to comply with the Foreign Aid Transparency and Accountability Act of 2016. In 
addition, OIG found that J/TIP’s Bureau Evaluation Coordinator was not familiar with the core 
concepts of the FAM because she lacked the necessary knowledge and training. As a result, 
there is increased risk that J/TIP is not prepared to implement evaluation requirements in 
accordance with the FAM. 

Overview of Strategic Planning and Budgeting Processes 

Established in 2006, the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources mission is to advance U.S. 
national security and development objectives by coordinating policy, planning, and performance 
management efforts and providing strategic direction for foreign assistance resources (see 
Results Framework in Figure 3). Every 4 years, the Department and the U.S. Agency for 
International Development release a Joint Strategic Plan that sets forth the direction and 
priorities for both organizations. The bureaus and missions use the Joint Strategic Plan and other 
relevant documents to develop Functional Bureau Strategies and Integrated Country Strategies. 
To meet the goals established in these documents, the missions formulate a Mission Resource 
Request and the bureaus formulate their Bureau Resource Requests to request funds to support 
progress toward their strategies. The FAM requires these requests to be analyzed and assessed 
by the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources and the Bureau of Budget and Planning against 
Department, U.S. Agency for International Development, and Administration goals.34 

 
34 18 FAM 301.1-1, “Managing for Results Introduction.” 
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Subsequently, the Department’s budget 
request is submitted to Congress, and 
once approved, the bureaus submit Bureau 
Operational Plans to provide a 
comprehensive picture of how funding will 
be used to achieve goals and policy 
priorities. Once the plans are approved, the 
bureaus implement the funded programs 
and projects and are then responsible for 
implementing monitoring and evaluation 
policies and procedures to report that 
Federal assistance award goals are met. 
Figure 3 flowcharts this process.  

Figure 3. The “Managing for Results Framework” 
 

The “Managing for Results Framework” is an  
integrated set of processes and tools for linking strategic 
planning, budgeting, managing, and measuring results to 

better achieve Department goals.  
Source: Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources,  

November 2018. 

Bureau Evaluation Requirements 

The purpose of the updated April 2018 
Program and Project Design, Monitoring, 
and Evaluation policy in the FAM is to 
“establish a clear line of sight from what 
the Department wants to achieve as 
documented in its strategic plans, to how 
the Department intends to achieve it 
through key programs and projects, to 
data on whether these efforts are working as intended based on monitoring, evaluation, and 
learning activities.”35 To meet this purpose in part, as previously noted, the Department 
performs evaluations to collect and analyze program or project data to inform decision-
making.36 Each bureau is required to identify a Bureau Evaluation Coordinator, who is 
responsible for ensuring that the evaluation component is integrated into the planning and 
decision-making process. The FAM also requires all bureaus and independent offices to develop 
Bureau Evaluation Plans and states that at a minimum, they should undertake at least one 
evaluation per fiscal year.  
 
The Department defines a program as “a set of activities, processes, or projects aimed at 
achieving a goal or objective that is typically implemented by several parties over a specified 
period of time and may cut across sectors, themes, and/or geographic areas.”37 Bureaus that 
receive and directly manage foreign assistance program funds are required to evaluate their 
large programs once in its lifetime or once every 5 years for ongoing programs. “Large” is 
defined as meeting or exceeding the median cost of programs, projects, or processes for that 
bureau or independent office.38 The Department developed the corresponding Guidance for 

 
35 18 FAM 301.4-1, “Purpose.” 
36 18 FAM 301.4-1(B), “Definitions.” 
37 Ibid. 
38 18 FAM 301.4-4(b), “Evaluation.” 
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the Design, Monitoring and Evaluation Policy at the Department of State to phase in the 
implementation of the FAM. Specifically, the guidance states the following: 
 

• By June 29, 2018, and in consultation with the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance 
Resources, bureaus and independent offices have identified their major programs and 
projects. 

• By June 28, 2019, and for all major programs and projects, bureaus and independent 
offices have established monitoring and evaluation plans that identify relevant 
indicators and any possible opportunities for evaluation, if applicable. 

• On an ongoing basis, bureaus and independent offices assess progress and results and 
use that information to inform management decisions. 

Bureau Implementation of the Department’s Program and Project Design, Monitoring, and 
Evaluation Policy 

Although CT identified and assigned a Bureau Evaluation Coordinator, it did not define its large 
programs in accordance with the FAM or develop a Bureau Evaluation Plan by the required 
deadlines. The Bureau Evaluation Coordinator stated that CT was classifying its programs 
according to common core competencies but that its program definitions were evolving. The 
Bureau Evaluation Coordinator also stated that CT was drafting its Bureau Evaluation Plan but 
that it would not be completed by the June 28, 2019 deadline.39  
 
INL identified and assigned a Bureau Evaluation Coordinator40 and developed a Bureau 
Evaluation Plan. However, INL’s definition of a program was not consistent with the FAM in that 
INL defines the geographic area of the Philippines as a program but does not include a specific 
period of performance. Moreover, INL’s Bureau Evaluation Plan stated that because INL 
programs vary in size from approximately $100,000 to more than $100 million and because it 
has more programs than most other bureaus, INL uses the mean dollar value for its programs 
rather than the median to define large programs. This method is not consistent with the 
definition of a large program from the FAM.  
 
J/TIP also identified and assigned a Bureau Evaluation Coordinator and developed a Bureau 
Evaluation Plan. However, like INL, it did not define programs in accordance with the FAM. A 
J/TIP official stated that “Prosecution, Prevention, Protection, and Partnership” are the four 
overarching programs within J/TIP and that while J/TIP is in the process of developing 
objectives for these overarching programs, no specific performance period exists. The J/TIP 
official explained that if J/TIP is required to implement the FAM provisions as written, it would 
have to conduct an unmanageable number of evaluations. Furthermore, the Department’s 
implementation guidance to execute the FAM states that Coordinators should have expertise or 

 
39 CT completed an Annual Program Review for the RLA program and was planning to complete reviews of the Soft Targets and 
Airport Security programs in FY 2020. However, Annual Program Reviews detail progress, results, obstacles, and solutions for a 
specific award and are not evaluations. 
40 OIG notes, however, that the Bureau Evaluation Coordinator position in INL was vacant for 2 years–from October 2016 to 
October 2018. 
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training in evaluation so they can perform evaluation functions. However, J/TIP’s Bureau 
Evaluation Coordinator was not familiar with the core concepts related to the FAM. For 
example, the Coordinator had difficulties demonstrating that she understood the difference 
between a baseline assessment41 and an evaluation. In addition, the Coordinator told OIG that 
monitoring and evaluation were the same. Because the Bureau Evaluation Coordinator did not 
have the expertise or receive training in evaluation functions, J/TIP risks not being prepared to 
implement evaluation requirements in accordance with the FAM. 

Program and Project Design, Monitoring, and Evaluation Policy Implementation Not Required 
or Verified 

The bureaus’ inconsistent and incorrect implementation of the FAM occurred because the 
Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources, the office responsible for the FAM,42 allows bureaus 
and offices to deviate from the FAM. In addition, OIG reviewed INL’s Bureau Evaluation Plan for 
2018 to 2019 and found that “the Philippines” is not defined as a large program. The Plan 
stated that the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources and the Bureau of Budget and 
Planning cleared on INL’s methodology for defining a large program as consistent with the FAM. 
J/TIP stated that it similarly received concurrence from the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance 
Resources for its definition of its programs, even though the programs also were not defined in 
accordance with the FAM. An official from the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources 
confirmed that it does not intend for the bureaus to follow the policy as it is written and instead 
allows for flexibility because the implementation process is in its infancy.  
 
Furthermore, Department guidance requires the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources to 
facilitate and oversee the products and processes associated with the Managing for Results 
Framework for foreign assistance-funded activities.43 However, the Office of U.S. Foreign 
Assistance Resources does not verify or inspect for compliance with these requirements to 
ensure that monitoring and evaluation are executed by the bureaus in accordance with the 
FAM. For example, the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources did not verify that CT had 
defined its programs or developed its Bureau Evaluation Plan by the required deadlines. 
 
Prior to the issuance of this report, an official from the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance 
Resources stated, among other things, that its “explanations of the monitoring and evaluation 
policies of the Department . . . were not getting through,” which led to the OIG’s 
“misinterpretation” of the relevant policy. The official further stated that this misinterpretation 
“created a scenario where erroneous criteria were applied to the bureaus in the subject audit 

 
41 18 FAM 301.4-1(B) states that a baseline assessment is data that are collected before or at the start of a program, project, or 
process and provide a basis for planning and/or assessing subsequent progress and impact. The FAM further states that 
evaluation is distinct from assessment, which may be designed to examine country or sector content to inform program or 
project design. 
42 The Department’s implementation guidance for 18 FAM 300, the Guidance for the Design, Monitoring and Evaluation Policy 
at the Department of State, states that the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources and the Bureau of Budget and Planning 
“oversee implementation of the 18 FAM 300 and can provide technical assistance for program or project design, monitoring, 
evaluation, and learning activities. The Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources assists with foreign assistance-funded 
activities and BP assists with those funded by Diplomatic Engagement.” 
43 Guidance for the Design, Monitoring and Evaluation Policy at the Department of State, 30, January 2018 Edition. 
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(CT, INL, and J/TIP) and in turn they were found to be violating tenets of the policy when this is 
not the case if the policy is accurately applied.” After additional discussions on the subject, the 
official concluded, “We remain without clarification as to how the OIG would have preferred 
these bureaus to define their programs, or what specific error it believes was made by the 
bureaus.” 
 
As OIG demonstrated in the report, the bureaus are not identifying their large programs as 
defined by 18 FAM 300, which OIG maintains is the first step to successful implementation of 
this policy. OIG is not disagreeing with the merits of 18 FAM 300 but rather is stating that 
consistent implementation of this policy must occur throughout the Department, specifically 
with how the bureaus are defining their programs and large programs. For example, OIG 
continues to assert that INL could not demonstrate how “the Philippines” meets the program 
definition of “a set of activities, processes, or projects aimed at achieving a goal or objective 
that is typically implemented by several parties over a specified period of time and may cut 
across sectors, themes, and/or geographic areas;” or how defining its large programs by using 
the mean dollar value instead of the median cost meets the intent of both 18 FAM 300 and the 
Foreign Aid Transparency and Accountability Act of 2016. 
  
Without the consistent application of a program definition, the Department’s ability to measure 
the results of programs providing foreign assistance in the Philippines is hindered and 
evaluation results that are shared with the public and used to inform budgetary requests, 
planning decisions, and operational strategies may be incomplete. In addition, without effective 
oversight by the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources regarding the implementation of the 
Department’s Program and Project Design, Monitoring, and Evaluation policy, the Department 
cannot ensure that U.S. strategic goals in the Philippines are being achieved or that the 
objective of the Foreign Aid Transparency and Accountability Act of 2016 is being met. OIG is 
therefore offering the following recommendations to assist the Department in better managing 
its programs to ensure not only that funds are used to address specific problems in the most 
effective manner but also that there is greater accountability and transparency on how foreign 
assistance funds are spent. 
 

Recommendation 24: OIG recommends that the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources 
enforce evaluation policies by developing and implementing an oversight plan to verify that 
bureaus and offices that are administering foreign assistance funding are implementing and 
adhering to the Foreign Aid Transparency and Accountability Act of 2016, the Foreign Affairs 
Manual (18 FAM 301.4), and the corresponding Guidance for the Design, Monitoring and 
Evaluation Policy at the Department of State, January 2018. This plan should include, at a 
minimum, a requirement to verify that definitions of “programs” and “large programs” are 
consistent with the FAM and a requirement to verify that Bureau Evaluation Plans are 
developed and implemented in accordance with existing guidance and by the established 
deadlines.  

Management Response: The Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources partially agreed 
with the recommendation, stating that it will “remove the term ‘specified’ (period of time) 
from the definition of [a] Program” in 18 FAM 301.4-1 and related guidance. It also stated 
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that it will clarify, in consultation with its stakeholder bureaus, how the requirement in 18 
FAM 301.4-1 that “large programs” be evaluated “is to be applied to the list of programs 
developed by bureaus.” The Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources stated that it will 
also insert into 18 FAM 301.4-1 the language from the Office of Management and Budget 
Memo M-18-04 that allows for “a) methods other than the mean to be used to calculate 
which programs are subject to the ‘large’ program evaluation requirements, and b) 
components of programs to be evaluated.” Finally, the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance 
Resources stated that it will continue to track Bureau Evaluation Plans in its current 
Evaluation Registry system. 
 
In addition to its response to the recommendation, the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance 
Resources provided technical comments to OIG’s draft report, which are reprinted in their 
entirety in Appendix F. OIG’s reply to the technical comments are presented in Appendix G. 
 

 OIG Reply: On the basis of the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources planned actions, 
OIG considers this recommendation resolved pending further action. Even though the Office 
of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources stated that it only partially agreed with the 
recommendation, OIG recognizes that the steps articulated in the response—namely, 
clarifying the definition of a program and by what means large programs can be calculated 
in the FAM and related guidance, consulting with stakeholder bureaus on how “large 
programs” are to be evaluated, and tracking Bureau Evaluation Plans in its Evaluation 
Registry system—will place the Department in a better position to ensure that evaluation 
requirements are met. However, OIG cautions that, without enforcement and verification of 
consistent policy implementation by the bureaus, the Department will continue to risk its 
compliance with the Foreign Aid Transparency and Accountability Act of 2016. The 
recommendation will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation 
demonstrating that the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources enforced evaluation 
policies by implementing an oversight plan to verify that bureaus and offices that are 
administering foreign assistance funding are implementing and adhering to the Foreign Aid 
Transparency and Accountability Act of 2016, 18 FAM 301.4, and the corresponding 
Guidance for the Design, Monitoring and Evaluation Policy at the Department of State, 
January 2018. The plan should include, at a minimum, a requirement to verify that 
definitions of “programs” and “large programs” are consistent with the FAM and a 
requirement to verify that Bureau Evaluation Plans are developed and implemented in 
accordance with existing guidance and by the established deadlines. 

  
Recommendation 25: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking 
in Persons identify and implement minimum training and education requirements on the 
Department of State’s monitoring and evaluation policy and concepts for the Bureau 
Evaluation Coordinator position. 

Management Response: J/TIP agreed with the recommendation. However, in its general 
comments, it also stated that it “disagree[d] with the characterization and assessment of 
our Evaluation Coordinator,” stating that the current Evaluation Coordinator attended 
multiple training courses and workshops on monitoring and evaluation policy and that the 
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Evaluation Coordinator’s Work Commitments include regular attendance at Department 
“Communities of Practice” surrounding evaluation, program design, and performance 
management. J/TIP further stated that its Evaluation Coordinator spearheaded the 
development of a workgroup “to inform its Monitoring Plan and its Program Design in 
compliance with 18 FAM 300.” More specifically, in its response to this particular 
recommendation, J/TIP stated that it “continues to identify and implement training and 
education plans for its Evaluation Coordinator, including on the Department’s monitoring 
and evaluation policy concepts.” Finally, J/TIP stated that the “Work Commitments and 
[Individual Development Plan] of the current and any future [J/]TIP Office Evaluation 
Coordinators will include training and education requirements on the Department's 
monitoring and evaluation policy and instructions to review the Resource Guide for New 
Bureau Evaluation Coordinators.” 

OIG Reply: On the basis of J/TIP’s concurrence with the recommendation and stated actions 
that its Evaluation Coordinator has attended, and will continue to attend, training courses 
and workshops on monitoring and evaluation policy, OIG considers this recommendation 
resolved pending further action. The recommendation will be closed when OIG receives and 
accepts documentation demonstrating that J/TIP has implemented minimum training and 
education requirements on the Department’s monitoring and evaluation policy and 
concepts for the Bureau Evaluation Coordinator position.  

Finding D: Other Matters 

During OIG’s review of the IAA for the RLA program, OIG learned that the program was funded 
through three IAAs: one between CT and DOJ, one between INL and DOJ, and one between CT 
and DOJ with a period of performance of September 9, 2016, to September 30, 2017. Because 
of the impact of the last two IAAs described in OIG’s audit, OIG conducted a limited-scope 
review of these IAAs. OIG identified two deficiencies, which are described in the sections that 
follow. OIG believes that, even though these two IAAs were not part of the audit scope, the 
evidence obtained during OIG’s limited-scope review provides a reasonable basis for the 
findings and conclusions presented in the sections that follow and that these deficiencies 
should be addressed. 

RLA Position Funded Contrary to Federal Appropriations Law 

OIG found that DOJ used CT funds outside the terms and conditions of the IAA and contrary to 
Federal appropriations law, as reported in Finding B. Specifically, OIG found that even though 
the Advisor was allocating 50 percent of his time to the IAA with CT and the other 50 percent of 
his time to the IAA with INL, DOJ was not paying the Advisor’s salary on a “50/50” basis. 
Because one bureau cannot augment the appropriation of another, the percentage of the 
Advisor’s salary paid by INL in FY 2015 and FY 2017 should be reviewed and a determination 
made on the allowability of these costs.44 Therefore, OIG is offering the following 
recommendation. 

 
44 Because OIG conducted only a limited-scope review of the INL IAA, supporting documentation to determine how much was 
unallowable for the RLA’s salary for FYs 2015 and 2017 was not requested or reviewed. 
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Recommendation 26: OIG recommends that the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law 
Enforcement Affairs (INL) review its interagency agreement with the Department of Justice 
for the Resident Legal Advisor Program and (a) determine the amounts paid with INL funds 
beyond the 50 percent of the Resident Legal Advisor’s salary for FYs 2015 and 2017, (b) 
determine whether these amounts are allowable and liquidated in accordance with Federal 
appropriations law, (c) obtain a refund for all payments determined to be unallowable, and 
(d) verify that the funds have been returned.  

Management Response: INL concurred with the recommendation, stating that it will work 
“with the Department of Justice to review salary payments for the Resident Legal Advisor 
for the fiscal years identified.” 
 
OIG Reply: On the basis of INL’s concurrence with the recommendation and planned 
actions, OIG considers this recommendation resolved pending further action. This 
recommendation will be closed when OIG receives and accepts documentation 
demonstrating that INL reviewed its IAA with DOJ for the RLA Program and (a) determined 
the amounts paid with INL funds beyond the 50 percent of the RLA’s salary for FYs 2015 and 
2017, (b) determined whether these amounts were allowable and liquidated in accordance 
with Federal appropriations law, (c) obtained a refund for all payments determined to be 
unallowable, and (d) verified that the funds have been returned. 

Funds Spent on the Previous RLA Award Outside of the Period of Performance 

An entity may charge to the Federal award only allowable costs incurred during the period of 
performance. The performance period for the previous IAA between CT and DOJ ended on 
September 30, 2017. OIG’s limited-scope review determined that CT allowed DOJ to continue to 
spend funds before formally amending the award. Procurement Information Bulletin 2014-05 
states that, if an IAA period exceeds one year, “[a]ppropriate changes will be made by 
amendment to the [general terms and conditions] and/or modification to any affected 
order(s).” According to CT, a modification was not executed because of staff shortages and a 
simultaneous increase in workload for existing staff.  
 
In response to a draft of this report, CT stated that there were two notices to proceed in place 
for the IAA. The first notice to proceed was given on September 26, 2017, extending the period 
of performance to September 30, 2018. A second notice to proceed was given on 
September 28, 2018, extending the period of performance to September 30, 2019. A formal 
modification to the IAA was executed on April 11, 2019. Because Procurement Information 
Bulletin 2014-05 does not recognize a notice to proceed as a valid method for extending the 
period of performance for an IAA, OIG determined that payments made outside the period of 
performance from October 1, 2017, through September 30, 2018, totaled $417,771 were 
therefore unallowable. The unallowable costs consisted of $113,337 for salaries and benefits; 
$62,378 for travel and transportation; $111,765 for contractual services; and $130,292 for 
supplies, rent, and overhead.45 As a result of the lack of modification, CT allowed DOJ to make 

 
45 When adding these amounts, the total may be affected by rounding. 
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unauthorized commitments by obligating and liquidating funds past the period of performance 
of this IAA, which may involve ratification.46 Therefore, OIG is offering the following 
recommendations. 
 

Recommendation 27: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and 
Countering Violent Extremism (a) determine the allowability of the $417,771 in questioned 
costs expended from October 1, 2017, through September 30, 2018, identified by OIG, 
(b) obtain a refund for all payments to the Department of Justice determined to be 
unallowable, and (c) verify that the funds have been returned. 

Management Response: CT disagreed with the recommendation, stating that “the report 
fails to recognize the notice to proceed communication between CT and [DOJ] that was 
issued prior to the September 30, 2017 IAA period of performance end date extending the 
award to September 30, 2018.” CT concedes that it was not timely in issuing the formal IAA 
modification but reiterates that “there were two notice to proceeds in place for this award 
allowing [DOJ] to continue operating in compliance with appropriations law.” CT stated that 
it “will revise its notice to proceed procedures to ensure that a lag time such as this will not 
occur again.” 
 
OIG Reply: OIG considers this recommendation unresolved because CT did not determine 
the allowability of the questioned costs identified. According to Procurement Information 
Bulletin 2014-05, if an IAA period of performance exceeds one year, “[a]ppropriate changes 
will be made by amendment to the [general terms and conditions] and/or modification to 
any affected order(s).” A notice to proceed is not a valid method to extend the period of 
performance of an IAA—rather, notices to proceed are effectively an interim step. OIG does 
not dispute that the notices to proceed may have reflected the intent of the parties, but 
they are not substitutes for formal modifications, and the agreement itself was not formally 
amended until April 11, 2019. The recommendation will be considered resolved when CT 
agrees to determine the allowability of the questioned costs expended from October 1, 
2017, through September 30, 2018. The recommendation will be closed when OIG receives 
and accepts documentation demonstrating that CT has (a) determined the allowability of 
the $417,771 in questioned costs expended from October 1, 2017, through September 30, 
2018; (b) obtained a refund for all payments to the DOJ determined to be unallowable; and 
(c) verified that the funds have been returned. 

 
Recommendation 28: OIG recommends that the Procurement Executive at the Bureau of 
Administration, Office of the Procurement Executive, review the interagency agreement 
between the Bureau of Counterterrorism and Countering Violent Extremism and the 
Department of Justice to determine if ratification is warranted, and if so, ratify accordingly. 

 
46 Although unauthorized commitments are not binding on the Government, they may be approved using ratification 
procedures. However, during the review of this IAA, OIG found, and A/OPE confirmed, that there is no guidance on ratification 
procedures for unauthorized commitments on non-acquisition IAAs. 
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Management Response: A/OPE concurred with the recommendation, stating that in 
consultation with the Office of the Legal Adviser, “no ratification as described at 
Department of State Acquisition Regulation 601.602-3, Ratification of unauthorized 
commitments, is warranted. This signed memo [i.e., the response to the draft report] serves 
as the determination of the Senior Procurement Executive.” A/OPE further stated that it 
had discussions with OIG regarding the applicability of ratification procedures for non-
acquisition IAAs and that “given the OIG concurs there is no guidance for ratification 
procedures under a non-acquisition IAA,” A/OPE, in consultation with the Office of the Legal 
Adviser, had moreover independently determined that ratification under the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation is inapplicable. This is because an IAA “is not a grant or acquisition, 
and therefore cannot be treated as such an arrangement.” A/OPE further stated that it 
deferred to the Office of the Legal Adviser for additional legal analysis given that that office 
“reviews both acquisition and non-acquisition IAA’s for legal sufficiency.” 

 
OIG Reply: On the basis of the determination of the Senior Procurement Executive, OIG 
considers this recommendation closed. Specifically, A/OPE determined that no ratification 
was warranted for the IAA between CT and DOJ and stated that the Senior Procurement 
Executive’s signature on its memorandum served as this determination. OIG agrees that this 
action fulfills the intent of the recommendation, and no further action is required.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendation 1: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and Countering 
Violent Extremism, in coordination with the Bureau of Diplomatic Security (DS), develop and 
implement performance monitoring plans and collect and analyze relevant monitoring data for 
the Soft Targets Crisis Response Program and the Manila Airport Security Program awards as 
agreed to in the 2015 Memorandum of Agreement with DS. 

Recommendation 2: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and Countering 
Violent Extremism (CT) establish a new Memorandum of Agreement with the Bureau of 
Diplomatic Security that reflects the requirements outlined in the Foreign Affairs Manual 
(FAM), 18 FAM 301, and CT’s 2016 Monitoring and Evaluation Guide. 

Recommendation 3: OIG recommends that the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law 
Enforcement Affairs require the U.S. Coast Guard to develop an implementation plan, establish 
program management support, and submit all required quarterly Program Progress Reports in 
accordance with the terms and conditions of the United States Coast Guard Support to 
Philippine Coast Guard Maritime Law Enforcement Capability Development interagency 
agreement. 

Recommendation 4: OIG recommends that the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law 
Enforcement Affairs (INL) document its reviews and analyses of all Program Progress Reports as 
required by INL’s Agreement Officer’s Representative Handbook. 

Recommendation 5: OIG recommends that the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law 
Enforcement Affairs require the U.S. Coast Guard to collect and report data to measure 
performance against the objectives outlined in the United States Coast Guard Support to 
Philippine Coast Guard Maritime Law Enforcement Capability Development interagency 
agreement. 

Recommendation 6: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Administration, Office of the 
Procurement Executive, assess and update the Federal Assistance Directive to ensure 
monitoring plan requirements align with the mandatory monitoring plan template. 

Recommendation 7: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
Persons review performance progress reports within 30 days of receipt in the official Federal 
award files, as required by the Federal Assistance Directive, for both the Child Protection 
Compact–Improving the Government of the Philippines’ Responses to Online Sexual 
Exploitation of Children and Child Labor Trafficking and the Protecting At-risk children 
Vulnerable to Exploitation cooperative agreements. 

Recommendation 8: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
Persons (J/TIP) determine whether the objective to “provide short-term emergency shelter for 
up to 44 minor boys and girls with a high/therapeutic caregiver to child ratio” in the Protecting 
At-risk children Vulnerable to Exploitation cooperative agreement should be revised. If so, J/TIP 
should request that the Grants Officer (a) update the cooperative agreement accordingly and 
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(b) ensure that the amount of funding disbursed to the award recipient is consistent with the 
services received. 

Recommendation 9: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and Countering 
Violent Extremism require the Bureau of Diplomatic Security to submit quarterly financial 
reports as agreed to in the 2015 Memorandum of Agreement for both the Soft Targets Crisis 
Response Program and the Manila Airport Security Program. 

Recommendation 10: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and Countering 
Violent Extremism, in coordination with the Bureau of Diplomatic Security, review the invoices 
for the five completed Soft Targets Crisis Response Program and Manila Airport Security 
Program courses reviewed in this audit and (a) determine the allowability of the costs of 
$13,700 OIG identified, (b) recoup those funds from the contractor if they are determined to be 
unallowable, and (c) withhold payments on all future invoices submitted by the contractor until 
invoices have appropriate supporting documentation. 

Recommendation 11: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and Countering 
Violent Extremism (CT) require the Department of Justice to pay the salary of the Resident Legal 
Advisor in a manner that reflects the actual amount of time spent working on CT’s behalf on the 
Resident Legal Advisor Program. 

Recommendation 12: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and Countering 
Violent Extremism (a) determine the allowability of the $70,000 in funds identified by OIG from 
the Resident Legal Advisor Program expended in FY 2018, (b) obtain a refund for those 
payments determined to be unallowable, and (c) verify that the funds have been returned. 

Recommendation 13: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and Countering 
Violent Extremism document its reviews of quarterly financial reports and obtain, review, and 
document supporting financial documentation for the Resident Legal Advisor Program for 
reconciliation purposes, in accordance with Procurement Information Bulletin No 2014-05. 

Recommendation 14: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and Countering 
Violent Extremism (a) determine the allowability of costs of $18,556 identified by OIG that were 
obligated beyond the budgeted amount for the Resident Legal Advisor Program without 
authorization in FY 2018, (b) obtain a refund for those payments determined to be unallowable, 
and (c) verify that the funds have been returned. 

Recommendation 15: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and Countering 
Violent Extremism develop and implement procedures to verify that all award recipients 
comply with approved budget plans or obtain permission via formal amendments or written 
agreements to deviate from approved budget plans. 

Recommendation 16: OIG recommends that the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law 
Enforcement Affairs require the U.S. Coast Guard to submit financial reports on a quarterly 
basis that are in alignment with the budget categories established in the United States Coast 
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Guard Support to Philippines Coast Guard Maritime Law Enforcement Capability Development 
interagency agreement. 

Recommendation 17: OIG recommends that the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law 
Enforcement Affairs review supporting documentation for expenditures to verify that funds are 
“expended only on activities, services, or materials that contribute to meeting project 
objectives.” 

Recommendation 18: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
Persons review the Protecting At-risk children Vulnerable to Exploitation cooperative 
agreement and correct any deficiencies identified with the budget amendment processes, such 
as requiring all amendments to be approved and signed in the State Assistance Management 
System. 

Recommendation 19: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
Persons develop policies and procedures to ensure that the budget amendment approval 
process for all future awards is completed in accordance with the Federal Assistance Directive. 

Recommendation 20: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
Persons conduct and document reviews of quarterly financial reports for the Child Protection 
Compact–Improving the Government of the Philippines’ Responses to Online Sexual 
Exploitation of Children and Child Labor Trafficking and Protecting At-risk children Vulnerable to 
Exploitation awards in the official files, as required by the Federal Assistance Directive. 

Recommendation 21: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
Persons (a) determine the allowability of the costs of $7,500 identified that were used to pay 
salaries for staff who were not supporting the Protecting At-risk children Vulnerable to 
Exploitation cooperative agreement, (b) recover any costs determined to be unallowable, and 
(c) verify that the funds have been returned. 

Recommendation 22: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
Persons (a) conduct a review of all expenditures invoiced under the Protecting At-risk children 
Vulnerable to Exploitation cooperative agreement to date and (b) identify and recover all 
expenditures determined to be unallowable. 

Recommendation 23: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
Persons develop and implement policies and procedures in accordance with the Federal 
Assistance Directive to employ a robust financial monitoring process including a review of 
supporting financial documentation when potential misuse of award funds is identified. 

Recommendation 24: OIG recommends that the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources 
enforce evaluation policies by developing and implementing an oversight plan to verify that 
bureaus and offices that are administering foreign assistance funding are implementing and 
adhering to the Foreign Aid Transparency and Accountability Act of 2016, the Foreign Affairs 
Manual (18 FAM 301.4), and the corresponding Guidance for the Design, Monitoring and 
Evaluation Policy at the Department of State, January 2018. This plan should include, at a 
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minimum, a requirement to verify that definitions of “programs” and “large programs” are 
consistent with the FAM and a requirement to verify that Bureau Evaluation Plans are 
developed and implemented in accordance with existing guidance and by the established 
deadlines. 

Recommendation 25: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
Persons identify and implement minimum training and education requirements on the 
Department of State’s monitoring and evaluation policy and concepts for the Bureau Evaluation 
Coordinator position. 

Recommendation 26: OIG recommends that the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law 
Enforcement Affairs (INL) review its interagency agreement with the Department of Justice for 
the Resident Legal Advisor Program and (a) determine the amounts paid with INL funds beyond 
the 50 percent of the Resident Legal Advisor’s salary for FYs 2015 and 2017, (b) determine 
whether these amounts are allowable and liquidated in accordance with Federal appropriations 
law, (c) obtain a refund for all payments determined to be unallowable, and (d) verify that the 
funds have been returned. 

Recommendation 27: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Counterterrorism and Countering 
Violent Extremism (a) determine the allowability of the $417,771 in questioned costs expended 
from October 1, 2017, through September 30, 2018, identified by OIG, (b) obtain a refund for all 
payments to the Department of Justice determined to be unallowable, and (c) verify that the 
funds have been returned. 

Recommendation 28: OIG recommends that the Procurement Executive at the Bureau of 
Administration, Office of the Procurement Executive, review the interagency agreement 
between the Bureau of Counterterrorism and Countering Violent Extremism and the 
Department of Justice to determine if ratification is warranted, and if so, ratify accordingly. 
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APPENDIX A: PURPOSE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY  

The Office of Inspector General (OIG) for the Department of State (Department) conducted this 
audit to determine whether Department-funded foreign assistance programs implemented in 
the Philippines were monitored and evaluated in accordance with Federal and Department 
requirements. 
 
This report relates to the overseas contingency operation, Operation Pacific Eagle-Philippines, 
and was completed in accordance with OIG’s oversight responsibilities described in Section 8L 
of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended. OIG conducted this performance audit in 
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require 
that OIG plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a 
reasonable basis for the findings and conclusions based on the audit objectives. OIG believes 
that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for the findings and conclusions based 
on the audit objectives. Issuance of this report was delayed because of the lapse in OIG’s 
appropriations that occurred from 11:59 p.m. December 21, 2018, through January 25, 2019. 
 
OIG conducted this audit from November 2018 to June 2019. OIG performed audit fieldwork at 
U.S. Embassy Manila, Philippines; the U.S. Consulate General Frankfurt, Germany; and the 
Washington, D.C., metropolitan area. To obtain background information for this audit, OIG 
researched and reviewed Federal laws and regulations, as well as internal Department policies 
and procedures relating to foreign assistance funding. Specifically, OIG reviewed the Foreign 
Affairs Manual; Foreign Affairs Handbook; Procurement Information Bulletin; Federal 
Assistance Directive; Code of Federal Regulations; the Guidance for the Design, Monitoring and 
Evaluation Policy at the Department of State; the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law 
Enforcement Affairs (INL) Agreement Officer Representative Handbook; and the Bureau of 
Counterterrorism and Countering Violent Extremism’s (CT) Monitoring and Evaluation Guide.  
 
OIG interviewed officials from INL, CT, the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources, Office to 
Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons (J/TIP), Bureau of Diplomatic Security, Bureau of 
Administration, U.S. Coast Guard, Department of Justice, International Justice Mission, and the 
Salvation Army and its sub-awardees. The audit was limited to six foreign assistance awards 
issued between October 2015 and September 2018. Those awards were the Soft Targets Crisis 
Response Program, the Manila Airport Security Program, the Resident Legal Advisor (RLA) 
Program, the United States Coast Guard Support to Philippine Coast Guard Maritime Law 
Enforcement Capability Development award, the Protecting At-risk children Vulnerable to 
Exploitation award, and the Child Protection Compact–Improving the Government of the 
Philippines’ Responses to Online Sexual Exploitation of Children and Child Labor Trafficking 
award. OIG obtained and reviewed documentation related to the performance monitoring, 
financial monitoring, and evaluation of these awards. For example, OIG reviewed quarterly 
performance and financial reports from the beginning of the award through the fourth quarter 
of FY 2018 for the U.S. Coast Guard Support to Philippine Coast Guard Maritime Law 
Enforcement Capability Development, Child Protection Compact–Improving the Government of 
the Philippines’ Responses to Online Sexual Exploitation of Children and Child Labor Trafficking, 
and Protecting At-risk children Vulnerable to Exploitation awards. OIG reviewed quarterly 
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performance and financial reports for FY 2018 for the RLA award and a sample of expenditures 
for each of the six selected awards,1 as discussed in the sections that follow. In addition, OIG 
conducted site visits and observed activities performed under the United States Coast Guard 
Support to Philippine Coast Guard Maritime Law Enforcement Capability Development and the 
Protecting At-risk children Vulnerable to Exploitation awards. OIG conducted a limited-scope 
review of two interagency agreements under the RLA award. OIG reviewed INL’s award to 
determine whether the RLA shared tasks with CT. OIG reviewed CT’s award and financial 
reports to determine period of performance and expenditure amounts. 

Work Related to Internal Controls 

OIG performed steps to assess the adequacy of internal controls related to the performance 
monitoring, financial monitoring, and award evaluations for the six awards reviewed. For each 
sampled award, OIG reviewed the terms of the contract, interagency agreement, or 
cooperative agreement and the applicable policies and procedures that governed each type. 
OIG compared identified requirements against procedures executed by CT, INL, and J/TIP to 
determine whether these entities properly monitored the awards. OIG also performed tests of 
internal controls, including a review of a sample of financial expenditures for each award to 
verify whether those expenditures were allowable and supported. Significant internal control 
deficiencies identified during the audit are presented in the Audit Results section of this report.  

Use of Computer-Processed Data 

OIG did not use computer-processed data as evidence for this audit. Therefore, information 
systems controls were not significant to the audit objectives, and it was not necessary to assess 
the use of controls for computer-processed data.  

Detailed Sampling Methodology 

To answer the audit objectives, OIG obtained funding information for Department-funded 
foreign assistance programs in the Philippines from FY 2015 through FY 2017. To target bureaus 
with the highest dollar value, OIG selected INL and CT, with 38 total awards and a total value of 
$41 million. Within these two bureaus, OIG wanted to review various funding instruments. 
Therefore, the funds were stratified by instrument for a total of three funding instruments 
(contracts, interagency agreements, and cooperative agreements). For each, the two awards 
with the highest dollar values were selected for a total of six awards,2 resulting in two 
cooperative agreements that were funded by INL but monitored by J/TIP; two bureau transfers 
from CT to the Bureau of Diplomatic Security that were executed as contracts; and two 
interagency agreements, one with INL and one with CT. The selected awards totaled $25 million 
out of the $41 million universe (61 percent). Table 1 in the Background section of this report 
includes details of the selected awards. For the sampled awards, OIG used a risk-based 
selection method or a haphazard nonstatistical sampling design to select 311 expenditures, 

 
1 The Soft Targets Crisis Response Program and the Manila Airport Security Program did not have quarterly performance 
reports. However, OIG reviewed a sample of training reports for each course. 
2 OIG initially selected two interagency agreements that had not yet commenced performance. Therefore, OIG selected two 
lower dollar interagency agreements to complete the sample selection. 
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valued at 1.4 million dollars, of 396 expenditures based on criteria including dollar value, time 
period, population, and expense category (see Table A.1). OIG determined that the 
expenditures were sufficiently reliable to meet the objectives of this audit.  
 
Table A.1: OIG Sample of Expenditures for the Selected Philippines Foreign Assistance Awards 

Selection Criteria Program Title Selection Criteria Target 
Universe 

Samples 
Reviewed 

Risk-based selection 

Soft Targets Crisis Response 
Program 

January and February 2019 
expenditures for completed coursesa 36 36 

Manila Airport Security 
Program 

January and February 2019 
expenditures for completed coursesb 22 22 

Resident Legal Advisor 
Program 

FY 2018 expenditure was based on 
the highest dollar value 1 1 

Haphazard Nonstatistical 
Sampling Design 

U.S. Coast Guard Support to 
Philippine Coast Guard 
Maritime Law Enforcement 
Capability Development 

FY 2017 and FY 2018 expenditures 
per expense categoryc 49 13 

Child Protection Compact–
Improving the Government of 
the Philippines’ Responses to 
Online Sexual Exploitation of 
Children and Child Labor 
Trafficking 

October 1, 2017, through November 
30, 2018, expenditure per expense 
categoryd  

96 76 

Protecting At-risk children 
Vulnerable to Exploitation 

October 1, 2017, through November 
30, 2018, expenditure selections 
were based on expense categories, 
dollar value, and populationf 

192e 
 

163 
 

 Total    396   311 
a The first three courses executed were reviewed. 
b The first two courses executed were reviewed. 
c The target universe was defined by the following expense categories: eight “Travel,” four “Continuous travel,” eight “Central Air,” 
eight “Fund Site at Post,” seven “Contracts,” eight “Students,” and six “Tuition Reimbursement.” 
d The target universe was defined as the top 10 expenditures for the “US Staff Salaries,” “US Staff Benefits,” “National Staff Salaries,” 
and “Client Expenses” expense categories. The top 10 expenditures and an additional four lower level expenditures for “International 
Justice Mission Sponsored Trainings” and “Travel” expense categories were selected. Additionally, expenditures higher than $150 were 
selected for the following expense categories: “Third Country National Staff Salaries,” “National Staff Benefits,” “Contracted Services,” 
“Subawards,” “Office Expenses,” “Telecommunications,” “IT Equipment,” and “Professional Services.”  
e Expenditures were broken down by expense categories for “Personnel,” “Fringe Benefits,” “Travel-Vehicle,” “Contractual,” “Other 
Direct Costs,” and “Indirect Costs”––not by expenditure line item.  
f Expenditures were selected from the Salvation Army and its two subrecipients that were using Protecting At-risk children Vulnerable 
to Exploitation award funds. Fifty-seven of the recipient expenditures were selected from the 2 months with highest total dollar value 
of expenditures, and the 100 percent sample methodology was applied. Specifically, one subrecipient sample set consisted of 2 months 
with the highest total dollar value of expenditures and another sample set that consisted of 2 months that would encompass a bigger 
timeline. The other subrecipient sample set consisted of a variety of expenditures above $1,000 that would be representative of all 
transactions (i.e., different months, people from personnel, and any other unique expenditures). For the “Fringe Benefits” expense 
category, OIG selected transactions that exceeded $500. Two transactions that had the same amount were selected for review of their 
validity. Transactions over $150 were selected for the “Travel,” “Supplies,” “Construction,” and “Other Direct Costs” expense 
categories.  
Source: Generated by OIG based on data provided by the Bureau of Diplomatic Security, the Department of Justice, the International 
Justice Mission, the U.S. Coast Guard, and the Salvation Army. 
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United States Department of State 

Wt,sl,ington, lJ. C: 20510 

UNCLASSIFIED August 22, 2019 

MEMOR.\ DUM 

TO: OlU/AUD - Nonnan P. Brown, Assistant Inspector General 

FRO.M: CT - Nall1an A. Sales, Coordinator ~ 

SURJECT: Draft Report on Audit <>/Moni1ori11g and Enrluatin~ Deparrmenf r1(S,ate Foreign 
Ass;s1ance in tlte Philippine.r 

Thank )Ou for the opportunity to provide commencs und iniiial response from the Bureau of 
Counterterrorism and Countering Violent Extremism {CTI f'or the subject audit report. 

General Com ments: In principle, CT agrees with the core lindings of1he audi1. f\s a genera[ 
observation. we note several recommendations that reflect the lack of staff to perform all o f the 
mutually agree<! upon activities for our proje-cts. We have bl'Ought this issue to the attention of 
Department le.aJership and are working through the staff and resource requests necessary to fully 
accomplish our mission. Other ~C-Ommendations in this report reflect differing interpretations of 
l'aws and agreements between OTC on the one hand. and CT and our implementing partners on 
the other. lit those circumstances we relied on the _jo int interpretations we share with our 
partners. In the case of DOJ, they were confident that they had the legal authori ty 10 prnce<xl and 
\\C: reasonably n:l icd on those Hssumnce . 

CT would like 10 address two ections of language in pru1icular where there arc 
mischaracterizutions of what CT .staff discussed with 010 auditors. 

On page 11. CT disagrees with the a umptions outlined in this language: ·•c.7 did 110( require 
DS tos11h111/1fl11ancia/ reports/or rhe fH'<J b11reaii lronifers: allowed DOJ 1o_fimd the RLA 
positiv11. which was co/1/rary ro Federal apprupriations llfw: and did not require aµproml Jar 
acfjustments to the budget. Asa re.wit, 0/G qu,wionnl $102.256 spenJ under tltttuward CT 
s1e11ed tltar rhc~e co11di1io11s occurred bec:mLrn ii laded the sta.ff 10 e,m,r" compliance with 1he 
execurio11 offimdr, did 1101 pe,form irs oll'nflnandal re,•fews and instead relied 011 DOJ to 
/iquiclatefimds appmprimely. and misimerpret1ul rhe budget proced11res ourlined ir1 1he IAA . .. 

CT will concede that. due to the hiring freeze llJJd subsequent vacancies. neither DSff/AT nor 
CT had tb.e necessary tafling to be able to produce Lhe quarterly financial reporting nor fol low 
up on 1he lack of it as out.lined in the 2015 MOA. We have asked DSfr/ ATA to produC\: the last 
quat1er of rqxming as outl ined in the MOA. CT agrees with, and has re.asonably relied on, 
DOJ"s assu ranc lhat it has the legal a uthority to proceed with their activi1ics for the time period 
in question. In addi1ion. DOJ and CI' fully understand wh!it con.stitulcs adj usum:nts 10 the 
budgcl and we di~gree with the auditors on 1bcir interpretation of o ur IAA. 
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On page 12, CT disagn.--es with tJ1e assumptions oullined in this language:: ··er of/idols stated 
rlwt they did ,wt requfre DS ro submit finmtci"I reporrs because they lacked the staff to en 11re 
(},a/ DS Jid so Howewr, wilhoul the quaderly_firumcto/ report.'1 and supporring documentaJirm. 
CT co11/d noJ dt!lermine whether the conlracror was fully merdinJ{ tire term ond ctmdiFinn.~ oft he 
award. O/G is lhr!rcjrJre o,fferi11g the folloiring recomme11da1ion.f lo CT " 

As we stated above, neither er nor DSrr/ ATA had the staff available du1ing th.is period to fully 
implement th 2015 MOA. However. Lhe financial reporting as the audit report itsel f mentions is 
a quarterly financial report with '·aJloc,ation . committed funds, obligated funds, unliquidated 
obligations, and expenditure.~" for each fiscal year of iniplemeruation. The MOA does not state 
tJinr this quarterly financial report should pro,•ide any supponing documentation at a specific 
implementing mechanism level. l11ese reports when provided 11re at the country level similar lo 
the 65J(a) report and v.ould never have provided documentation on a SJX.,>eilic award as thrse 
would ha\'e been rolled up into a single Philippines line. 

Recommendation Rtspo1Ues 

H.ccommendation 1: O/G recommend~ thm the Bureau o/ Co1mtert11rr·orism and CnumcrillK 
I 10/e111 £:,:tremfam. in coordination 1-1 ilh lhe Burea11 of Diplomulic Securify (DSJ, dew/up and 
implement pe,:formance muni(nrirrg plans and collect am/ cmaZJc:e relevant moniwring dara fur 
the Sufi Targets Crisi~ Respon.l'e Pmgram and the Manila Airpurl Securtry Program awards c1s 
agreed to /11 the 2015 Memorandum of Ag1·e,:ment with DS. 

CT Response: CT agrees with the OIG ·s rtc(11ilmcndation. Since the initia1ion or the 01O·s 
audit, OSff/AT A has finalized and implemented a c-0mprchensive performance monitoring 
program. This program. dcvelopc>d in consultation ,...1th CT's Office of Programs (CT/P), applies 
to all D ff/A TA-implemented programming. including the Soft Targets Cri is Response projecl 
and the Manila Airport Secti.rity projec.t. The program defines relevant monitoring data for each 
individuat functional area of DSff/ATA's assis tance, and lays out a plan for the collection of Llmt 
data. CT/P will analyze the monitoring dnui collected and provided by DSIT/ATA on a quanerly 
basis. in line with the current Memorandum of Agreement beLwcen the two organizations. 

Rel·omm~nd11tion 2: O/G r11commend.s that the Bureau of Coun12r1errorl.s111 mtd Countering 
Violenr Exrremism (CT) e.Hublisl, a new Memorumlam q/Agreemen/ wilh the Bureau nf 
Diplnmmic Secw·ity Jlu,t reflects the requirements vutlined in the Foreign Ajj£lir.~ Manual 
(FJfl1,f). /8 FAM 301. and CT:r 1016 Moniloriu,t and Fvuhwliun Guide. 

Cf Re-.~ponsc: CT docs not agree whh the OIG's recommendation to draft a new Memorandum 
of Agreement (MOA), as the existing MOA sufftcitntly outlines the roles and responsibilities 
between CT and DSrr/A TA. Although the OIG report noted a single CT official describing the 
existing MOA as outdated, this perspeclive docs not accurately represent that oftbe entire 
bure.au. In actuality, CT believes the cum:nt MOA is sufliciem to govern effectivclr the 
rela1ionship between CT/P and DS.!"J"/ATA, a i1 pertains to Lhe design, implementation, and 
oversight of foreign assistance. Furthermore, CT agrees \\~th the OIG findLng lhat the current 
MOA, despite being finalized prior 10 the D,epartmtnt' i_ssuancc of l 8 FAM 300. is still aligned 
with it. Moving forward. CT will wc,rk with DSff/ATA ro en urc both organizations comply 
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with MOA lipulations. In fl(.!Jition, CT conuni1~ that when a new MOA is drnfk:d. we will 
explicitly cite the reference to 18 FAM 300 and provide any addi tional clarity needed. 

Rl'Commcndation. 9: 0/G rl!r:omn,e,uis thar the Bureau q(Cmmterterrorism and CormterinK 
Viol em F.xtremism require the Burem, of Diplomatic Security to submit quarterly.fimmcial 
reporl.f a.~ ,,,.,,,·eecl 10 in the 2015 Memorwulum of Agreement/or hnth rhe Sq/r Target Crisis 
Response Program and the Manila Airport Sccuri()• l'roww11. 

CT Response: CT agrees with the OIG recommendation and will reques1 DSff/AT A provide 
timely submission of rt.'quircd financial reports for all programming. as agreed to in the 20 l S 
Memorandum of l\greemenl. 

Recommendation IO: 0/(i recommends Iha! the B1mwu <?/'Cotmterterrorism andOJ1mtering 
Violenr Ex1re111ism, in cuordinalion wi1h the Bureau of Diplnmatic Securif)\ review the inmices 

for the five oomp/eied S<~fi Targets Crisfr Response Program u11d Manila Airport Securi1y 
l'wgram cmtrses ,·el'iewed in rhis audit and (o) de/ermine the allal1'ability of the co~'I.~ oj $13,700 
O!G idenrijit!d, (h) recoup tho.1·ef11m/!i.from the cnntraclor if they are determi11ul fob,, 
un<11/cr.rnble. and (c) H'ifhhold payme111s on al/fi1111re imoices submilli•d by the contractor 11nlil 
fnvoic.es hm•e apprnpriatl! .11Jpporting documentation. 

CT Resporue: CT disagrees with this recommendation and agrees ,,~th DSITIATA. \\hich 
conlim1cd these costs were allowable as specific documentation was 1101 required for these Firm 
Fixed Price contracls. 

R~commendation 11 : 0 /G recommmds 1hw 1he Bureau 0Jro1mterterrorlsm and Cowuering 
Vioienl £xtremism (CT) req11ire the Dep(1r1111e,u uf Justice to pay tile .valary of the Resident Legal 
Advi.wr In a manner that rejlec:Js the ac111al amount of tt'me .~pem working 011 C't'.~ behalf on ih!! 
R.esidem Legal Advi.mr Proxram. 

CT Response: CT agrees with the OJG recommendation, and will request tJic Department of 
Justice to implement a financial system that pays Resident Legal Advisor (RLA) salaries that 
accurately reflect the actual amount of time spem workin~ cm CTs behalf. er is al.so reducing 
the ovcraH number of jointly funded RLAi. in the ne>.t two years. to include shifting the joit1II y 
funded Phili1lpincs RLA 10 . 1 posi tion only funded by CT. ·111is will fllrth~r lirnil this is.sue from 
occurring in lhc future. 

Recommendatiun 12: 0/G recommend\" that !he Burf!OU of C01111terlerrori.wn and Corm1erh1g 
Viole11t Extremism (a) de termini:: the allowubllity of the Sl0,00() in fimds identified by Of(; fi-orn 
rhe Resident lef(al Acniisor l'rowam expended i,r FY]()/ R. (b) ob1ailt a rejimd for those 
puymen/~ dett!rmined robe unalfowahie, and (c) Vt'r(/j• that the f1111ds have b1;1e11 returned 

CT Rt:.!!ponse: CT disagrees with this rcc,ommendation and stands by ollr joint interprcuition 
wi lh DOJ/OPDA T of the applicable budget category thal triggers n need for wrillcn concurrence 
exceeding 10 percent. Understanding that a joint in1erprctatio,1 should Ix: broadly 
communicated. going forward. CT wil l take step_~ to include dearer language in lnlcrngency 
Agreemcn1s a to what constitutes a budget category and how the IO percent applies. 
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Reromrncndation 13: O/G recon11ne11d\· that the Burem1 uf Coumenerruri.nn and Cormlering 
Vin/em Exlrenrism docume/11 it.~ n:views ofquatterly financial reports and obmin review, and 
documem suppurlingjinancic,/ documentaliunfor the Re:,ide111 Legal Advisor ProRram /i,r 
recnncilia/Jon pw·poses, in accordr..mce with Pro~·urement lnformat/011 BuUe1in JVo 2014-05. 

CT Response: CT agrees with this recommendation. and will work with DOJ/Ol'OAT to 
improve our process for receiving. reviewing. and documenting firumcia] reporting for 
reconciliation purposes. 

Reeornmendation 14: O/G rccummends rhar rhe Bureau oj Co111uer1errorism and Co11n/(!ring 
Violent fatremi_mr (a) determine the <flluwabiliry of cu.sis of$ I 8,556 identified by O/G that wen• 
oblif!,atet.l beyond 1h11 budgeted amounr for the Res1den1 legal Ad1'i.ror Prowum witholll 
c1111homa1ion in fl' ]()f 8, {b) obtain a ref,m,I flJ1' those payments determined lo be 1malloll'able. 
and {c) verify lhai Ill~ fimdI h(ll·e been returned 

CT Re.~ponS(; CT disagree:; with th is recnmmendation and stands by our joint interpretation 
with DOJIOPDA T of the applicable budget category that triggers the netld for wriUen 
concurrence exceeding 10 pt:rcent. As with recommendalion response I 2, CT wi II take steps to 
include clearer language in lnteragency AgreemenL<; os to \\hat constitutes a budget category and 
how the l O percent applie . 

Recommendation IS: O/C recommendr that the B11renu o/Counterlerrori:,m and Countering 
'1ole111 &treml,m, develop amt implemmt pmcedUN!s In l'erf,61 that all award redpients comp~~· 
with appru1-ed budget plans or obtain permi sion 1•ia formal am1md1mmN or· writlltn (lgreements 
to de,·iatejrom apµrm•ed bud~et p lan~. 

CT Rcsnoose CT agret:s with the OfG recommendation, and will implement procedures to 
verify t11a1 award recipients are in C,eJ:rnpliance with approved budgets Md documenl any 
devimiuns appropriately. These procedures will be clearly stated in IAAs going forward. 

Recommendation 27: O/G recommends that lh1t .B11rea11 vf Counferfermrism and Co11111c,ring 
Violent Er11·,w1rsm (a) determme 1he allowubili(l' qf the$./- f 7, 77 J in quesrioned cos1,1• e:i.pended 
from September 30, 20! 7. through September 18, 20/8, identified by 0/G, (b) vb1ai11 a refllndfor 
all payments 10 the Department of Justice determi11ed w be unallowah{e, and (c) verify 1hat the 
jirnds have been returned. 

CT Response: CT does not agree with this recuminendation_ Tilt: rcpon fai ls to rccogni7.e the 
notice tu pmceed communication between CT and DOJ/OPDAT that wa issued prior to the 
·eptember 30, 20 17 IAA period of performance end date exk nding the award to September 30, 

201 lL While CT concedes it was not timely in issuing the fom1al IAA modification, there were 
two notice to proceeds in place for this award allowing DOJ/OPDAT 10 continue operating in 
complinnce with appropriations law. CT will revise it~ notice lo proceed procedures to ensure 
thal a lag time such as this will not oc1:ur again. 
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Approved: CT/FO: Nathan A. Sales AS 

Dr.i.ftcd: CT/EX: Adam }'oote 
CT/EX: Jcnnirer Schenking 

Cleared: CT/FO: 
CT/ P; 
CT/P: 
CT/EX: 
CT/EX: 

Alina Romanowski 
Sam Pineda 
Laurie Freemun 
Suzane Cho 
Jenni fer Kandler 

ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
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APPENDIX C: BUREAU OF INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS AND LAW 
ENFORCEMENT AFFAIRS RESPONSE 

Unitt'd 'talc~ o~partmrnt of Stall' 

lfosliin~on. D.C. 2()521) 

UNCLASSIFIED August 19, 2019 

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSIST ANT fNSPECTOR GENERAL FOR 
AUDITS NORMA P. BROWN 

FROM: TNL/EX-JeffreyC. Lee, Ac~ 

SUBJECT: JNL Rc:.JX>nse to the Draft Report, "Audit of Monitoring and 
EvaJuating Department of State Foreign Assistance in the 
Phililppines" (AUD -MER0-19-XX) 

The Bureau oflntemational Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs (INL) 
welcomes the opportunity to comment on this draft OIG report and offer.. 
additional informalion and clarification for your consideration. 

rNL Response to the OI G's Recommendation 

Recommendation J: OIG recommends d1at the Bureau of International Narcotics 
and Law Enforcement Affairs require the U.S. Coast Guard to develop an 
implementation plan, establish program management support, and submit aH 
required quanerly Program Progress Reports in accordance with the tenns aad 
conditions of the United States Coast G1Jard Support to Philippine Coast Guard 
Maritime Law Enforcement Cap.ability DeYelopment interagency agreement 

INL Response: IN(.. pa1tially concurs v.~lf1 this recommendation. 
lmplementation plan: The language in the IAA work plan was not int<.-"tlded to 
require the U CG to submit a separate implementation plan document, but rather 
to lay out parameters and methodology for implementation. However, we wiU 
work with USCG to develop an implementation planning document to be updated 
regularly. 
Prob!,ram management support: To ensure implementation of the lAA, the USCG 
has utilized a e-0mbination of a foll Lime, six-month TDY position at U.S. Embassy 
Manila and a portion of time by the GS- 15 advisor and GS-13 equivalent 
contractor to implement the program, along with time and effort from several other 
USCG employees. USCG recently hired a full-time GS-13 equivalent. to manage 
the Philippines program in DC. INL will work with UCSG to identify the 
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appropriate mix of individuals to provide program management support for the 
Philippines 1AA going forward and will update the lAA to reflect that plan. 
Quarter!\ reports: [n FY 2019, USCG started submitting progress reports on a 
quarterly basis. lNL notes that although USCG only submitted four quarterly 
performanix progress reports for the period of FY 20 16 lhrough FY 2018, the 
reports were cumulative and covered activities for the entire time period. 

Recommendation 4: OIG recommends that the Bureau of lntematiotial Narcotics 
and law Enforcement Affairs (fNL) document its reviews and analyses of aU 
Program Progress Reports as required by INL 's Agreement Officer's 
Representative Handbook. 

lNL Response: Th.1. concurs with this reconuneodation. fNT. wi11 provjde more 
detailed guidance for the quarterly report review to the Agreements Officer 
Representative {AOR) for the USCG lAA and wiH work with the AOR lo ensure 
documentation of quarterly report reviews. 

Rec()mmendaoon 5: OIG recommends I.hat the Bureau ofrntcmational Narcotics 
and Law Enforcement Affairs require the U.S. Coast Guard lo coUect and report 
data to measure performance against the objectives outlined in the United StAtes 
Coast Guard Support to Phi lippine Coast Guard Maritime Law Enforcement 
Capability Development interagency agr~enl 

INL Response: INL concurs with I.his recommendation. INL will work with the 
USCG to amend the lAA work plan to better tailor the performance measures to 
the IAA objectives and ensure that USCG reports on these measures as required in 
the quanerly reports. 

Recommendation 16: O1G recommends that the Bureau of International 
arcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs require the U.S. Coast Guard to submit 

financial reports on a quarterly basis that are in alignment with the budget 
categories established in the United States Coast Guard Support to Philippines 
Coast Guard Maritime Law Enforcement Capability Development interagency 
agreement. 

lNL Response: fNL concurs with this recommendation. In FY 20]9, USCG 
submitted financial reports on a quarterly basis. INL is working with USCG to 
ensure the financial report format aligns with the budget categories as established 
by the IAA. 
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_Rec_ommendation 17: OIG recommends that the Bureau of International 
Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs review supporting documentation for 
expenditures to verify that funds are "expended only on activilies, services, or 
materials that contribute to meeting project objectives." 

INL Response: INL partially concurs with this recommendation. Improving the 
quarterly financial report form.at and conducting quarterly recoociliations of those 
reports shouJd address the concern over spending according to tbe budget 
categories. It is not State Department policy or the Bureau's standard practice to 
review supporting documentation for every expense, but we maintain the ability to 
request supporting documentation ifwe suspect a problem with expenditures. To 
address this recommendation, l NL will work with USCG to review a sampling of 
supporting documentation fo( expenditures on 1his JAA along with the financial 
reports to ensure alignment with the agreed budget. 

Recommeodafion 26: OIG recommends that the Bureau offnternational 
arcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs (INL) review i~~ interagency agreement 

with the Department of Justice for the Resident Legal Advisor Program and (a) 
determine the amounts paid with INL funds beyond th~ 50 percent of the Resident 
Legal Advisor's salary for FYs 201 Sand 2017, (b) determine whether these 
amounts are allowable and liquidated in accordance with FederaJ appropriations 
law. (c) obtain a refund for al l payments detennined to be unallowable, and (cl) 
verify that the funds have been returned. 

INL Response: INL concurs and is working with the Department of Justice to 
review salary payments for the Resident Legal Advisor for the fiscal years 
identified. 
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APPENDIX D: BUREAU OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF THE 
PROCUREMENT EXECUTIVE RESPONSE 

Unilt-<l tates Departmrnt or State 

!Jlashi~ron. D.C. 20520 

UNCLASSTFTED August 26, 2019 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: OIG/AUD- Nonnan P. Brown 

FROM: A/OPE - Cathy J. ~ 

SUBJECT: Management Response to Drall Report on Audit of Monitori11g and Em/11ati11g 
Department of State Foreign Assistnnce ill the Philippines (AUD•MER0-19-XX) 

Thank you for the opportunily to provide a management response lo the subj~-ct report. 

Recommendation 6: OIG recommends that the Bureau of Administration, Office of the 
Procurement Executive assess and update the Federal Assistance Directive to ensure moni toring 
plan rc,quirt:tncnts al ign with the mandatory monitoring plnn lemplate. 

Management Response (08/26/20 19): The Bureau of Administration, Ofiicc of the Procurement 
Executive (OPE) concurs with Lhe recommendation. Tl1<: Fiscal Year 2020 Federal Assistance Directive 
will be rclensed on October I, 2019. The revision will ensure monltoring plan requirements align with the 
mandatory monitoring pfon template and do not require the inclusion ofperfonnancc metrics in the pion 
itself. 

Recommendation 28: OIG reoommcnds that the Procurement Executive al the Bureau of 
Adtninistrotion, Office of the Procureme11t E;<ecutive, review the intcragency agreemenl between 
the Bureau ofCountertcrrorism and Countering Violent Extremism and lhe Department of 
Justice to delennine if ratification is warranLed, and if so, ratify accordingly. 

Management Response (0R/26/2019): OPE ooncurs with the recommendation to review the 
agreement and has detennined. in consultation with the omcc of the Legal Adviser for Buildings 
and Acquisitions (UBA), no ratification as de.scribed a1 Department of S tate Acquisition 
Regulation 601.602•3. Ratification ofunaulhorized commitments, is warranted. This signed 
memorandum serves as Lhe determinntion of the Senior Procurement Executive. ln addition, OPE 
hAd rl isc11ssions with 01(1 regnrrling 1he arplica.bility ofralification proct.:durc.--s for non
acquis i.tion interagency agreements as summarized (emphasis added) by footnote 46 on page 23: 
"Although unauthorized commitments are not binding on the Government. they may be 
approved using ratification procedur,es. However, during the ,·eview of this lAA, OIG found, 
and the Office of the Procurement Executive conflrmcd, that there is no guidance oo 
ratification procedures for u1rnulhorized committnc11ts on non•ncquisitioo IAAs:· Given 
the 0 1G concurs there is no guidance for ratification procedures under a non-acquisition !AA, 
OPE requests this recommendation be closed. OPE. in consultation with U BA. had determined 
ratification under the Federal A«1uisition Regulation {FAR) is inapplicable. An IAA is not a 
grant or acquisition. and therefore cannot be treated as such an arrangement. By extension, the 
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process at DOSAR 601.602-3-70 is only applicable to acquisitions per 601.~02-3(b),Po/icy. 
OPE defers to UBA as for additiooal legal analysis given l/BA revl.ews both acquisition and 
non-acquisition IAA's for legal sufficiency. I I 
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Approved by: NOPE -

Drafter: NOPE -

Cleared: A/FO: 
M: 
M/PRI: 
UBA: 
A/EX: 

UNCLASSTFIP.I> 
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Cathy J. Read 

Matt Colantonio, 703~875-6034 

PGresham 
KCummins 
ALarlcin 
DGallagber 
!McGuire 

(ok) 
(ok) 
(ok) 
(ok) 
(info by request) 
I 
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APPENDIX E: OFFICE TO MONITOR AND COMBAT TRAFFICKING IN 
PERSONS RESPONSE 

United States Department of State 

Washi,igton, D.C. 20520 

August 19, 2019 
To: United States Office ofinspector General 

Subject: Audit of Monitoring and Evaluating Department of State Foreign Assistance in the 
Philippines 

Dear Office of Inspector General: 
The Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons appreciates the time spent by your 
office to conduct Ill\ audit that is intended to improve performance and financial monitoring and 
the evaluation of our foreign assistance awards. We concur with most of your recommendations 
to our Office, and have already implemented several steps to address them. Nevenheless, we 
feel that the audit report r,eflec.ted a couple of misunderstandings. 

• The TIP Office believes that the audit team misunderstood the way the objective in the 
PAVE project is being carried out• to "provide short-tcnn emergency shelter for up to 44 
minor boys and girls ¼ith a high/therapeutic caregiver to child ratio." OTO auditors 
incorrectly reported that only four children were being served under this award during 
their audit visiL 1lie.re were actually 21 children being served at that time among the 
three project-supported shelterS. The TIP Office previoU5ly identified and addressed the 
three-month delay in the provision of victim support at the Bethany Children's Home and 
will oonduct a second financial site visit of SA WSO before the end of the calendar year. 
The TIP Office funds shelters so that they can be ready to supPQrt victims within 24 
hours of being removed from trafficking situations. 

• The TIP Office agrees with 3lld has already been following the tenets of 
Recommendation #25, however we disagree with the characterization and assessment of 
our Evaluation Coordinator in the Report. Our Evaluation Coordinator has received 
multiple trainings on Department monitoring and evaluation policy and is familiar with 
the differences llffiOng baseline assessments, monitoring. and evaluation, having managed 
multiple baseline assessments and evaluations. 

Some of the OIG recommendations have demonstrated opportunities for the TIP Office to 
improve, Wld we look forward to implementing these changes. 

s;,~~~ 

~-od 
Ambassador-at-large 
Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons 
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Recommendation 7: 010 recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
Persons review performance progress reports within 30 days of receipt in the official Federal 
award tiles. as required by the Federal Assistance Directive, for both the Child Protection 
Compact- Improving the Government of the Philippines' Responses to Online Sexual 
Exploitation of Children and Child Labor Trafficking and the Protecting At-risk children 
Vulnerable to Exploitation cooperative agreements. 

Response: The TTP Office agrees with OJG's recommendation. To address it, we have made 
three substantive improvements to our business practices. First, the TIP Office has directed 
Program Officers to add the Perfonnancc Measurement Specialist as a reviewer to all 
perfonnancc progress reports-related post•award activities in our grants management database 
(SAMS Domestic). This measure ensures that there is a backup person to monitor timely 
submissions and speeds up the review, approval, and distribution of follow.an reporting 
templates to grantees. We have notified Program Officers by email and in m~tings. We also 
updated our Procedures Manual as appropriate. Second, the Perfonnance Measurement 
Specialist will run a quarterly o...,erd11e Performance Reports list (i.e., approx. 30 days after the 
close of each reporting cycle). Program Officers and managers will use this list to follow-up on 
or update the status of overdue performance reports in a more timely manner. Third, Program 
Officers will submit commenlS in performance progress reports-related post-award a.ctivities in 
SAMS-D, documenting if their review will be late due to TDYs, annual or sick leave, or priority 
assisnments. 

Recommendatjon 8: OIG recommends that the Office to Monltor and Combat Traftick1n~ in 
Persons (J(f[P) d.etermine whether the objective to "provide short-term emergency shelter for up 
to 44 minor boys and girls with a highltherapeufic caregiver to child rario" in the Protecting At
risk children Vulnerable to Exploitation cooperative agreement should be revised. If so, J/TlP 
should request that the Grants Officer (a) update the cooperative agreement accordingly and (b) 

ensure that the amount of funding disburstd to the award recipient is consistent with the services 
received. 

Response: The TIP Office agrees with the recommendation to ensure that the amount of 
funding disbursed to the award recipient is consistent with the services received; the TIP Office 
disagrees with OIG's recommendation to update the cooperative agreement accordingly. The TJP 
Office considers the objective to ''provide short-term emergency shelter for up to 44 minor boys 
and girls with a high/therapeutic caregiver to child ratio" in the Protecting At-risk children 
Vulnerable to Ex.ploitation cooperative agreement to be progressing in a reasonable manner and 
does not intend to revise the Objective under the cooperative agreement. 

Under the Objective, "-14 minor boys and girls" includes spaces at three shelters through sub 
awards: Lov~ 146, CURE Foundation, and the Salvation Army Philippines Territory (Bethany 
Children's Home). At the time ofOIO's visit in December 2018, 21 children out of the target of 
44 children received shelter setvices under the pr<>jcct, which reasonably ali8115 with th~ tim.eline 
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of the project. As of June 30, 2019, the Bethany Children1s Home is supporting IO children out 
of 12 available bed spaces. 

The T[P Office funds shelters so that they can be readily available to support victims when 
needed. The project is meant to have n "'hlghllherapeufic caregiver to child ratio" per the 
activity title. Funds for staff training fall under Objective I; I.here fore the expenses under the 
activity relate lo salary for shelter staff and shelter services. 

The T]P Office documented the progress delays for the Bethany Children's Home in the OOR 
feedback fonn each quarter. The project received extensive monitoring including regular 
conference caUs, technical assistance, and nn observational visit in November 2018. Funds for 
shelter staff were not approved to occur until June 2018. After the May 20 I 8 site visit,. the TIP 
Office approved the co-funding of certain positions under the project including a cook, nurse, 
and recreational coordinator. Sheller operations, meaning support to OSEC victims, at 
Bethany's Children's Home were not approved to start until October I, 201& due to issues 
identified after two site \,isits since the stan. of the project. The TIP Office required the 
completion of several items for approval of the stan of shelter operations, including a separate 
shelter program with separate bed spaces, facility improvements (already included in the budge.I}. 
clear management structure, approval of new staff, and a shelter management plan. The Tl P 
Office strategized with SA WSO on how to strengthen this activity, including allowing support to 
children over the age of 12 and from other regions if the need arose. 

Recommendation 18: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
Persons review the Protecting At-risk Children Vulnerable to Exploitation cooperative agreement 
and correct any deficiencies identified with the budget amendment processes, .such as requiring 
all amendments to be approved and signed in the State Assistance Management System. 

Response: The TfP Office is in agreement with OIG's recommendation. As per the TIP 
Office's Assistance Management and Planning Manual, revised in May 2019, the Grants Officer 
has the discretion to approve changes in writing via email, or via formal amendment. 
Amendments must be formally proce-ssed via SAMS Domestic. However, if there is immediate 
need that must be addressed before processing in SAMS Domestic can take place, the Grants 
Officer may provide email approval until processing c,an take place within SAMS Domestic. All 
required amendments to the Protecting At-risk children Vulnerable to Exploitation cooperative 
agreement have been fully issued and counter-signed within SAMS Domes1ic as •Of June 18, 

2019. 

Recommendation 1,2: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
Persons develop policies and procedures to ensure that the budget amendment approval process 
for all future awards is completed in accordance with the Federal AssiS1ance Directive. 
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Respo.nse:: The TIP Office concurs w11h OJG's recommendation. As per the TIP Office's 
Assistance Management and Planning Manual, revised in May 2019, the Grants Officer has the 
discretion to approve changes in writing via email, or via formal amendment. Amendments must 
always be fonnally processed via SAMS Domestic. However, if there is immediate need until 
processing in SAMS Domestic can take place, the Grants Officer may provide email approval 
until processing can lake place within SAMS Domestic. The Federal Assistance Directive (FAD) 
also states that the Grants Officer has the discretion to approve of budget realignments (as well 
as other prior approval amendments) in writing via written email or letter, or via fonnal 
amendment; as such the TlP Office is in compliance with the FAD. The TIP Office will ensure 
that this process is followed for all amendme-nts, including budget amendments1 for all future 
awards. 

Recommendation 20: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
Persons conduct and docwncnt reviews of quarterly financial reports for the Child Protection 
Compact - Improving the Government of the Philippines' Responses to Online Sexual 
Exploitation of Children a11d Child Labor Trafficking and Protecting At-rlsk Children Vulnerable 
to Exploitation awards in the official files, as required by the Federal Assistance Directive. 

Response: The TIP Office agrees with OIO's recommendation. As per the TIP Office's 
Assistance Management and Planning Manual, revised in May 2019, detailed expenditures arc 
not submitted to the TIP office quarterly, gJven the NGA requirements su.rrounding quanerly 
financial reponing. Instead, awardces are required to submit the SF-425 Federal Financial 
Report within the Payment Management System (PMS). This summary report is reviewed for 
quaHty and approved by the Grants Officer. If rejected, the grantee will be notified via PMS of 
the changes they are required to make 10 receive approval. Tllis financial review is completed on 
a quarterly basis and is common practice for all grants and cooperative agreemcnlS across the 
Siatc Department and consistent wilh gL1itliw1;1: w111<1i11~ in the Fcd.cial Assistance Directive. 

Recommendation 21: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
Persons (a) detennine the allowability of the costs of$7,500 identified that were used to pay 
salaries for staff who were not supporting the Protecting At-risk Children Vulnerable to 
Exploitation cooperative agreement, (b) recover any costs determined to be unallowable. and (c) 
verify that the funds have been returned. 

Response: The TIP Office concurs with OIG' s recommendation. The TJP Office will condu.ct a 
review to detennine if expenses were allowable. If deemed unallowable, the TIP Office will 
m:over costs as well as verify that funds have been returned for any Wlallowable expe11ses. 
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Recommend.at.ion 22: 010 recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
Persons (a) conduct a review of all expenditures invoiced under the Protecting AtMrisk children 
Vulnerable to Exploitadon cooperative agreement lo date and (b) identify and recover all 
expenditures determined to be un.allowable. 

Response: The TIP Office is in agreement with OIG's recommendation. The TIP Office will 
conduct a review to determine if expenses were allowable. If deemed unallowable, the TIP 
Office will recover costs as well as verify that funds have been returned for any unallowable 
expenses. 

Recommcndatjon 23: OIG recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficldng in 
Persons devefop and implement policies and proc-edures in accordance with the Federal 
Assistance Directive to employ a r-0bust financial monitoring process including a review of 
supporting financial documentation when potential misuse of award funds is identified. 

Response: The TJP Offic-e concurs with OIO's recommendation. The TIP Office revised its 
Assistance Management and P-lanning Manual in May 2019 to add procedures for a more robust 
financial monitoring and review process, consistent with policies and procedures contained in the 
Federal Assistance Directive, 

Recommendation #25: 010 recommends that the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in 
PerSons identify and implement minimum training and ooucation requirements on the 
Department's monitoring and evaluation policy and concepts for the Bureau Evaluation 
Coordinator posilion. 

Re!ponse: The TIP Office agrees with OIG's recommendation that the Office identify and 
impleme-nt minimum training and education requirements on the Department's monitoring and 
evaluation policy and concepts for the Bureau Evaluation Coordinator position. 

For the current Evaluation Coordinator, within the first six months of being onboard the TIP 
Office sent her to a five-day course on "Managing Evaluations" and "Evaluarion Designs & 
Dara Collection Methods'' offered by the Department of State. The Office did this to ensur,e that 
she had training and education on the Department's monitoring and evaluation policy and 
concepts. She bas attended DoS 's Stralegic Planning and Performance Management course. She 
has also participated in workshops on use of the Evaluation Registry, which constitutes the 
Evaluation Plan for the TIP Office. The Evaluation Coordinator's Work Commitments include 
regular attendance at the Department of State• s Evaluation Community of Practice and the 
Department's Program Design and Performance Management Commllllity of Practice. The 
Evaluation Coordinator has worked closely with evaluation staff from the Foreign Assistance 
Bureau (F) and Bureau of Budget and Planning (BP) in spearheading the development of the TIP 
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Officc•s Program Design and Perf'onnance Monitoring Workgroup. The Workgroup bas used 
the Managing for Results Toolkit, created by F and BP, to infonn its Moni1oring Plan and its 
Program Design in compliance with 18 FAM 300. The Evaluation Coordinator has also had the 
infonnal training of numerous site visits to observe grantees and portions of evaJuations 
conducted by our evaluation contractors. 

The TIP Office continues to identify and implement training and education plans for its 
Evaluation Coordinator, including on the Department's monitoring and evaluation policy and 
concepts. These are reflected in the Evaluation Coordilllltor's Work Commitments and 
Individual Development Plan (IDP). This year the Evaluation Coordinator will take PY260 -
Federal Assistance Management; this course focuses on monitoring federal assjstance awards. 

The Work Commitments and rDP of the current and any future Tl? Office Evaluation 
Coordinators will include training and education requirements on the Department's monitoring 
and evaluation policy and instructions to review the Resource Guide for New Bureau Evaluation. 
Coordinators. This Guide is fonnd on the Evi1l11~tion Cnminunity of Practice wehsite, which 
includes links to important docwnents and websites about the Department's evaluation policy 
and procedures. 
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APPENDIX F: OFFICE OF U.S. FOREIGN ASSISTANCE RESOURCES 
RESPONSE 

llniteJ tales Department of State 

11-asltington, D.C. 20,120 

UNCLASSIFIED 
MEMORANDUM August 19, 2019 

TO: Norman P. Bro,m, Assistant Inspector General, Office of Audi1s 
Ollice of Inspector Ge11eral 

FROM: Jim Richardson. Direc~ 
Office of U.S. Foreign 1ista.nce Resources 

SUBJECT: Audit of Monitoring and Evaluating Depanment of late Foreign Assistance in 
the Philippines 

Thank rou for your report on the audit of monitoring and evaluation of foreign assistance in the 
Philippines. F shares the OIG's commitment to sound monitoring and evaluation of foreign 
assistance. F pa.nially agrees with Recommendation 24, and in response will: 

• Remove the term "specified.' (period of time) from the definition of Program in section 18 
FAM 301.4-1(8)-DEFINITIONS and related guidance to ensure the printc-d definition is in 
line with how it has been discus.sc.d in our community of practice and bureau technical 
ass istance sessions. 

• Clarify, in consultation with our stakeholder bureaus, how the requirement in section 18 
FAM 301 .4-4-EVA l.UAT!O that .. large programs·• be evaluated is to be applied to the list 
ofprogrnms developed by bureaus per section 18 FAM 301.4-l (C)-IDENTlFYING 
PROGRAMS. 

• Insert into 18 FAM 301.4-4-EVALUATION the language from 0MB Memo M-18-04 that 
allows for a) methods ot.hcr than the mean to be used 10 calculate which programs are subject 
to lhe .. large" program evaluation requirements. and b) components of programs to be 
evaluated. 

• Continue to track Bureau Evalua1ion Plans in the FACTS Lnfo NextGen system. The OlG 
recommended that F create a plan to verify how bureau evaluation plans are developed and 
implemented; however, the OIG did not review F·s existing Evaluation Registry system as 
pan of the subject audit. The E\aJuarion Registry is therefore described in the attachment. 

F found several factual errors in the OIO's report such as statements made about bureaus' 
approach to 18 FAM 300 that contradict official documents provided to the OJG and 
unsubstantiated statements about how F tracks bureau policy implementation. so our full 
attached response also addresses those issues. F requests that its full response be published. 

If you have questions, please contact Taryn Lovelace at 202~647-3834 and rurah Kohari a1 202-
647-2812. 
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Attachment: F full rtsponse .addressing factual errors in OJG draft report 

F would like to address certain fac1ual errors and policy misinterpretations tha1 led to inaccurate 
findings and n.'COmmcndations in the subject report. F seeks to clarify misunderstandings to 
ensure bureaus implementing I 8 FAM 300 continue to correctly interpret the policy. 

Department of tate F ATAA compliJtDce is not at ri k. The 0 10 report implies several times 
(p. 18, p. 22, and Recommendation 24) !hat the Department of State's compliance with the 
Foreign Aid Transparency and Accountability Act is at risk if CT. INL. or J/TIP did not 
appropriately ideniify lheir major programs per section 18 FAM 30 l-4(C), and/or because 
specific awards managed by those bureaus in the Ph.il ippines were not the subject of evaluation. 
This is not the case. FA TAA provides "direction to Federal departments and agencies that 
administer covered United States foreign assistance" and is not directed to or based on the 
actions or perfonnance of individual bureaus, countries. or 11wards. FAT AA requires the 
Department of Stale. among other agencies, to establish monitoring and evaluation (M&E) 
requirements and to use M&E to inform program design. FAT AA further stipulates that 0MB 
shaU establish the guidel ines to direct agencies' development of those M&E requirements. F 
worked closely with 0MB to draft those interagency guidelines. which were published as 0MB 
Memo M-18-04. A July 31. 2019 report GAO-19-466 assessed 18 FAM 300 against OMB's 
interagency guidelines for FATAA and found the Department of tate to be fi1Lly compliant. F 
will continue to work with bureaus to implement State's FAT AA-compliant Program and Project 
Design. Mooitoring, and Evaluation Policy. 

CA0-19. 466 *Figure J: Atse1tl!len1 or geodes Monitoring Polk:in 1.1:aiosl OJ\1B Gu.idtlines~ 
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Misinterpretation of evaluation r--equir-ements in relation to 18 FA,\13U0. The OIG report 
misinterprets the relationship of the policy's evaJuation requirements to the overarching Design, 
Monitoring, and Evaluation Policy itself(l8 FAM 300). The OIG report quotes section 18 FAM 
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301.4-1 - PURPO E which describes the overarching purpose of the Design, Monitoring, and 
Evaluation Policy, but erroneously identifies this as "the pmpo e of the updated April 2018 
evaluation policy:· Evaluation requirements arc one section of the broader policy, and not the 
sole lens through which policy implementation should be assessed. The misinterprcta.tion of how 
the evaluation requirements relate 10 1he rest of lhe policy leads lo a finding that CT. INL, and 
Jff[P did not follow rhe policy ··when defining their progrdlJlS that would be subject to 
evaluation" and this occurred becau.se F "allowed the bureaus to deviate from the FAM when the 
defined their programs". ln fact, the portion of 18 FAM 300 requiring bureaus to identify their 
major programs (Sectjon 18 FAM 301.4-l(C)) is for bureaus to identify the major programs they 
undertake to achieve lhe broader outcomes specified in their strategic plans, and not for the 
purpose of"defining programs subject toe aluation." Although the audit report finds these 
bu11eaus out of compliance with the program identification tenets set forth in 18 {:AM 301.4-
l (C), the report presents no explanation for how or why any of the bureaus are out of compliance 
\vhe1, the policy is c-0rrectly applied. Tile premise that bureaus incorrectly defined their programs 
unfortunately becomes the foundation for several erroneous find in~ and recommendations in the 
report. mnging from statements about bureaus· ability to meet evaluation requirements (p. 21), to 
statements that "the Department may not be able lo demonstrate that U.S. s1rategic goals in the 
Philippines were resouroc:d appropriately" (p. 18) to statements that the Department's very 
compliance v.1lh FAT AA may be at risk (p. 18, p. 22. and Recommendation 24). 

l L programs were misidentified and 18 FAM 300 applied to non-p rog rams. The OJG 
applied certain requirements of the policy to efforts such as individual awards and country 
activities, which are not the major programs that bureaus had identified per section 18 FAM 
301.4-l(C} and thus not the subject of the policy. AJthough F provided the OlG with ~he lists of 
major programs identified by the bureaus reviewed in this audit and described the error in an 
August 2 teleconference with 010 officials,, the O!G did not to triangulate statements made by a 
bureau staff person, who used the term '·program" colloquially, against the official records 
provided by F. For example. the OIG states, '·!NL defines the geographic a~ea of the Phjlippines 
as a program .. (p. 20) despite 1he fact that official records provided to the 010 do not support this 
statement. 

Bureaus apply the key requirements of 18 F Al\.1 300 to their list of major programs as defined 
per section 18 FAM 30 I .4-1 (C). Use of the word '·program·· as a tenn of art in 18 FAM 300 
must be differentiated from its colloquial use (i.e. an airport security "program" that is an award 
operated locally in the Philippines is not a "major program·· per those identified by bureaus for 
the policy). Misinterpretation of what constituted a major program for purposes of 18 FAM 300 
led to other erroneous findings and recommendations about bureau compliance with lhc policy. 

such as Recommendation 2 which states that CT should create a new MoA to ensure individual 
awards in the Philippines related m "Soft Targets'' and "Airport Security"' comply \\~th 18 FAM 
300. While it is true that the purpose ofthcse awards should be reviewed for their alignmen1 with 
and relevance to one or more of the bureau's major programs, 18 FAM 300 does not require that 
individual awards be subject to or '·comply" with the policy. 
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CT completed a bureau tvaluation plan on time. The OIG asserts (p. 20) 1hat CT did not 
develop a Bureau Evaluation Plan by the required deadline. The OJG never asked to view CT's 
bureau evaluation plan, which is tracked in I.be Evaluation Registry managed by F, to 
substantiate this claim. CT did in fact develop and submit a !Bureau EV'a.luation Plan as required 
by 18 FAM 300 and relevant guidance. The Bureau Evaluation Plan required in 301.4-4{8) is 
collected via the Evaluation Regis1ry, a module v.,jthin an F-managed IT system callc.d FACTS 
info. Bureaus arc asked each year to update their plan between mid-October and mid-December. 
The plans undergo review by peers and Fin January, edits are made in February, and plans are 
generally finalized in March. CT had submiued all of their i111puts and finalized their plan in a 
timely mllllllcr, such tJ1a1 they met the requirement for FY 2018. 

The OIG appears to have confused an official Bureau Evaluation Plan with the third 
implementation milestone for rolling out the new sections of 18 FAM 300. which asked bureaus 
to use their program logic models to develop re levant indicators for monitoring and any possible 
opportunities for evaluation, if applic.ible. The approach to rolling out 18 FAM 300 in phases -
an approach on which F consulted "~lh the OIG - aims to be logical and progres:.ive. First, it 
asks a bureau to identify it's major programs (milestone I); then articulate the logic of how each 
program's inputs and activities are expected to achieve desired outputs and outcomes (milestone 
2, program design): and then use that program design as the basis for monitoring progress and 
identifying opportunities to evaluate. In this way, a bureau has a logical set of possible 
evaluation questions 10 choose from when it finalizes its Bureau Evaluation Plan_ 

I• tr, cks bureau evuluation plans aod c-ompleted c,1aluations. ln Recommendation 24, the 
OlG recommends F develop ··a requirement to verify that bureau evaluation plans are developed 
and implemented in accordance with existing guidance and by the established deadlines." "Ille 
report also states (p. 21 ): "However, the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources does not 
verify or inspect for compliance with these requirements to ensure that monitoring and 
evaluation are executed by the bureaus i.n accordance \\ilh the FAM. For example, the Office of 
U.S. For-eign Assistance Resources did not verify that CT had defined its programs or developed 
its Bureau Evaluation Plan by the required deadlines.'" The OIG did not request that F provide 
details on how it moni1ors any aspect of compliance "~th 18 FAM 300, and the report therefore 
lacks substantiation for the finding. ln fact, F tracks bureau compliance with rhe evaluation 
requirements in the policy in the aforementioned Evalualion Registry, and also keeps detailed 
records per bure.au on their progress against each 18 FAM 300 implementation milestone. Fis in 
continual contact \l\'ltb all bureaus that manage foreign assistance 10 tmck progress against all 
aspects of 18 FAM 300 and to provide in-person technical assistance to help bureaus achieve 
compliance. Our detajled records enable F to pinpoint where support should be targeted. 
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Approved: F- Jim Richardson 

Drafted: Sarah Kol:utri, F/PPM ext. 728 12 
Taryn Lovelace, F/PPM ext 73834 

Cleared: F/PP - Gordon Weynand () 
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APPENDIX G: OIG REPLY TO OFFICE OF U.S. FOREIGN ASSISTANCE 
RESOURCES COMMENTS 

In addition to its response to recommendation 24, the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance 
Resources provided technical comments to address “factual errors and policy 
misinterpretations” in the report. A synopsis of those comments—which are reprinted in their 
entirety in Appendix F—and OIG’s reply follow.  
 
It is OIG’s understanding that the Department developed the Program and Project Design, 
Monitoring, and Evaluation policy in the FAM to comply with the Foreign Aid Transparency and 
Accountability Act. To meet at least one aspect of the policy’s purpose, the Department 
performs evaluations to collect and analyze program data to inform decision-making. Without 
consistent application of a “program” definition, the Department’s ability to measure the 
results of large programs providing foreign assistance is hindered, and evaluation results that 
are shared with the public and used to inform budgetary requests, planning decisions, and 
operational strategies may be incomplete. The recommendations in this report are intended to 
assist the Department in better managing its programs to ensure not only that funds are used 
to address specific problems in the most effective manner but also that there is greater 
accountability and transparency on how foreign assistance funds are spent. 
 
Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources Comments on the Department’s Compliance with 
the Foreign Aid Transparency and Accountability Act Not Being at Risk: According to the Office 
of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources, this report incorrectly implies that the Department's 
“compliance with the Foreign Aid Transparency and Accountability Act is at risk if CT, INL, or 
J/TIP do not appropriately identify their major programs per section 18 FAM 301-4(C), and/or 
because specific awards managed by those bureaus in the Philippines were not the subject of 
evaluation.” The Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources asserted that this “is not the case” 
because the Act provides “direction to Federal departments and agencies that administer 
covered United States foreign assistance” and is not directed to or based on the actions or 
performance of individual bureaus, countries, or awards. It further stated that the Act requires 
the Department to establish monitoring and evaluation requirements and to use those 
requirements to inform program design. The Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources 
moreover contended that in a July 31, 2019, Government Accountability Office report,3 18 FAM 
300 was assessed against the Office of Management and Budget’s4 interagency guidelines for 
the Act and the Department was found to be fully compliant. 
 
OIG Reply: OIG informed the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources throughout the audit, 
and reiterated in this report, that OIG does not disagree with the merits of 18 FAM 300, nor 
does OIG question the Government Accountability Office’s assessment that 18 FAM 300 is 

 
3 Government Accountability Office, “Federal Monitoring and Evaluation Guidelines Incorporate Most but Not All Leading 
Practices,” 16-22 (GAO-19-466, July 2019). 
4 The Foreign Aid Transparency and Accountability Act states that the President “shall set forth guidelines, according to best 
practices of monitoring and evaluation studies and analyses, for the establishment of measurable goals, performance metrics, 
and monitoring and evaluation plans that can be applied with reasonable consistency to covered United States foreign 
assistance.” 
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compliant with the Foreign Aid Transparency and Accountability Act. Rather, OIG is stating that 
the Department should consistently implement the policy, and this is particularly true with 
respect to how bureaus define their “programs” and “large programs.” As noted in the report, 
INL could not demonstrate how “the Philippines” meets the program definition of “a set of 
activities, processes, or projects aimed at achieving a goal or objective that is typically 
implemented by several parties over a specified period of time and may cut across sectors, 
themes, and/or geographic areas” or how defining its large programs by using the mean dollar 
value instead of the median cost meets the intent of both 18 FAM 300 and the Act. In addition, 
the “Monitoring and Evaluation Guidelines for Federal Departments and Agencies that 
Administer United States Foreign Assistance,” a supplement to the Act, states that agency 
policies should define key terms within the agency context as necessary, such as a “program,” 
and be clear about how evaluation requirements apply.5 Although Department policy defines 
what constitutes both a “program” and a “large program,” when a bureau implements the 
policy incorrectly or is not clear about how evaluation requirements apply, such as INL, the 
Department will not be fully compliant with the Act. 
 
Finally, the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources’ comments repeatedly assert that OIG 
erroneously construed the policy regarding how the bureaus defined their “major” programs. 
18 FAM 301.4-1(C) requires bureaus to “identify the major programs they undertake to achieve 
the broader outcomes specified in their strategic plans,” but OIG did not review how the 
bureaus identified major programs to achieve broader strategic outcomes. Instead, it reviewed 
how bureaus and offices implemented the requirements in 18 FAM 301.4 4, “Evaluation,” to 
meet the audit objectives. Specifically, OIG focused on the bureaus’ definition of their “large” 
programs because the FAM states, “those who receive and directly manage foreign assistance 
program funds must conduct evaluations of their large programs [emphasis added] once in 
each program’s lifetime, or once every five years for ongoing programs.” Relevant portions of 
18 FAM 301.4-4 are reproduced below.  
 
18 FAM 301.4-4 EVALUATION 
(CT:PPP-1; 02-22-2018) 

a. Bureaus and independent offices should conduct evaluations to examine the performance 
and outcomes of their programs, projects, and processes at a rate commensurate with the 
scale of their work, scope of their portfolio, and the size of their budget. 

b. At a minimum, all bureaus and independent offices are required to complete at least one 
evaluation per fiscal year. Also, those who receive and directly manage foreign assistance 
program funds must conduct evaluations of their large programs once in each program’s 
lifetime, or once every five years for ongoing programs, projects, or processes. “Large” is 
defined as meeting or exceeding the median cost of programs, projects, or processes for 
that bureau or independent office. Additionally, pilots should be evaluated before 
replicating or expanding. 

 

 
5 Office of Management and Budget, “Monitoring and Evaluation Guidelines for Federal Departments and Agencies that 
Administer United States Foreign Assistance,” January 11, 2018. 
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Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources Comments on the Misinterpretation of Evaluation 
Requirements in Relation to 18 FAM 300: The Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources 
contended that the OIG report erroneously identifies section 18 FAM 301.4-1, which describes 
the overarching purpose of the Design, Monitoring, and Evaluation Policy, as “the purpose of 
the April 2018 evaluation policy.” It also stated that OIG’s misinterpretation led to an incorrect 
finding that CT, INL, and J/TIP did not follow the policy “when defining their programs that 
would be subject to evaluation” because its office “allowed the bureaus to deviate from the 
FAM when they defined their programs.” The Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources 
moreover asserted that 18 FAM 301.4(C) is meant “for bureaus to identify the major programs 
they undertake to achieve the broader outcomes specified in their strategic plans, and not for 
the purpose of ‘defining program subject to evaluation.’” The Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance 
Resources continued to say that the report “presents no explanation for how or why any of the 
bureaus are out of compliance when the policy is correctly applied. The premise that bureaus 
incorrectly defined their programs unfortunately becomes the foundation for several erroneous 
findings and recommendations in the report.” 
 
OIG Reply: OIG revised the use of “Evaluation Policy” in the report to the Department’s 
“Program and Project Design, Monitoring, and Evaluation” policy to ensure accuracy. However, 
OIG’s description of the purpose of the policy as stated in the report reproduces language in the 
FAM, which is generally applicable to the purpose of Department evaluations.6 Further, as 
stated in the previous response, OIG did not review major programs but instead, focused on the 
bureaus’ definition of large programs.  
 
Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources Comments Contending that INL Programs were 
Misidentified and 18 FAM 300 was Improperly Applied to Non-Programs: The Office of U.S. 
Foreign Assistance Resources stated that OIG “applied certain requirements of the policy to 
efforts such as individual awards and country activities, which are not the major programs that 
bureaus had identified per section 18 FAM 301.4-1(C) and thus not the subject of the policy.” 
The Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources went on to say that, although it provided OIG 
with the lists of major programs identified by the bureaus reviewed in this audit and described 
the error in an August 2, 2019, teleconference with OIG officials, OIG did not “triangulate” 
statements made by a bureau staff person, who used the term “program” colloquially, against 
the official records that it provided to OIG. For example, the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance 
Resources reproduces OIG’s statement that “INL defines the geographic area of the Philippines 
as a program” and emphasizes that “official records” provided to OIG do not support this 
statement. The Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources further stated that use of the word 
“program” as a term of art in 18 FAM 300 must be differentiated from its colloquial use, as 
misinterpretation of “what constituted a major program for purposes of 18 FAM 300 led to 
other erroneous findings and recommendations about bureau compliance with the policy.” The 
Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources concluded by explaining that, while “it is true that 
the purpose of these awards should be reviewed for their alignment with and relevance to one 
or more of the bureau’s major programs, 18 FAM 300 does not require that individual awards 
be subject to or ‘comply’ with the policy.” 

 
6 18 FAM 301.4-1, “PURPOSE.” 
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OIG Reply: Contrary to the assertion by the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources, OIG did 
not apply 18 FAM 301.4-1(C) to individual awards. Instead, OIG explicitly stated in its report 
that “large programs” (those that meet or exceed the median cost of programs, projects, or 
processes for that bureau or independent office) are subject to evaluation “once in its lifetime 
or once every 5 years for ongoing programs.” This is also why the OIG’s reviews of the 
performance and financial monitoring of the individual awards it assessed are addressed in 
findings separate from the evaluation finding.  
 
The claim that OIG did not “triangulate” statements made by bureau officials against 
documentation it provided is inaccurate. OIG reviewed the documentation that the bureaus 
provided. However, as previously discussed, OIG did not audit the list of major programs 
provided by the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources. In accordance with OIG’s objective, 
it reviewed the bureaus’ implementation of the Department of State Program and Project 
Design, Monitoring, and Evaluation policy (per 18 FAM 301.4-4). Furthermore, in the case of 
INL, INL’s acting Bureau Evaluation Coordinator and an additional INL official informed OIG that 
“the Philippines” is one of its programs during both teleconferences and written 
correspondence throughout the audit. Based on INL’s response, OIG would agree with the 
Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources that there is confusion about the definition of a 
“program,” which further supports OIG’s recommendation for more robust oversight of this 
process.  
 
Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources Comments Regarding CT’s Timely Completion of a 
Bureau Evaluation Plan: Although OIG concluded that “CT did not develop a Bureau Evaluation 
Plan by the required deadline,” the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources stated that CT in 
fact did so as required by 18 FAM 300 and relevant guidance. The Office of U.S. Foreign 
Assistance Resources added that bureaus are asked each year to update their Bureau 
Evaluation Plan required by 301.4-4(B) “between mid-October and mid-December. The plans 
undergo review by peers and [the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources] in January, edits 
are made in February, and plans are generally finalized in March.” The Office of U.S. Foreign 
Assistance Resources stated that CT submitted its inputs and finalized its plan in a timely 
manner for FY 2018 and asserts that OIG appeared to have “confused an official Bureau 
Evaluation Plan with the third implementation milestone for rolling out the new sections of 18 
FAM 300, which asked bureaus to use their program logic models to develop relevant indicators 
for monitoring and any possible opportunities for evaluation, if applicable.” 
 
OIG Reply: OIG met with CT to discuss the status of its Bureau Evaluation Plan on several 
occasions. On July 9, 2019, the final time that OIG corresponded with CT for this audit, the 
Bureau Evaluation Coordinator stated that CT completed the program design steps for only two 
of its seventeen programs. The Coordinator further stated that CT was still working on 
developing its Bureau Evaluation Plan. Further, OIG did not confuse the official Bureau 
Evaluation Plan with the third implementation milestone for rolling out the new section of the 
18 FAM 300. As stated in the report, the Guidance for the Design, Monitoring and Evaluation 
Policy at the Department of State states that, by June 28, 2019, “for all of their major programs 
and projects, bureaus and independent offices have established monitoring and evaluation 
plans that identify relevant indicators, and any possible opportunities for evaluation, if 
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applicable, per sections 5 and 6 of this guidance [emphasis added].” Section 6 of this guidance, 
which is titled “Evaluation,” discusses evaluation requirements and makes specific mention of 
large programs, appointing Bureau Evaluation Coordinators, and the development of a Bureau 
Evaluation Plan. Specifically, it states that bureaus and independent offices must complete a 
Bureau Evaluation Plan, and that the plan “should cover prior-year completed evaluations, 
ongoing evaluations, and those that are planned in the next one to two years.” 
 
Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources Comments Regarding How it Tracks Bureau 
Evaluation Plans and Completed Evaluations: As set forth above, OIG recommended that the 
Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources develop “a requirement to verify that bureau 
evaluation plans are developed and implemented in accordance with existing guidance and by 
the established deadlines” because it “does not verify or inspect for compliance with these 
requirements to ensure that monitoring and evaluation are executed by the bureaus in 
accordance with the FAM.” The Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources asserted, however, 
that OIG “did not request that [it] provide details on how it monitors any aspect of compliance 
with 18 FAM 300, and the report therefore lacks substantiation for the finding.” According to 
the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources, it tracks bureau compliance with the evaluation 
requirements in the policy and “keeps detailed records per bureau on their progress against 
each 18 FAM 300 implementation milestone.” It further asserted that it is in “continual contact 
with all bureaus that manage foreign assistance to track progress against all aspects of 18 FAM 
300 and to provide in-person technical assistance to help bureaus achieve compliance.” 
 
OIG Reply: During conversations with officials in the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources 
and through correspondence on March 19, 2019, the Branch Chief of Performance Monitoring 
and Reporting stated that its office “does not, however, oversee individual bureau execution of 
their monitoring and evaluation. Those responsibilities of accountability lie with the bureau 
[emphasis added]. What our branch tries to do is reinforce the need for bureaus to comply with 
the policy by: providing technical assistance, classroom training, guidance, and a Toolkit; 
working with the OIG to create policy compliance checklists; [and] build[ing] a “demand” side 
for these materials.” The Evaluation Division Chief, who was copied on the correspondence, did 
not dispute this representation at any point. As this theme was discussed with the Office of U.S. 
Foreign Assistance Resources throughout the audit, OIG stands by its conclusion in the report. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

A/OPE  Bureau of Administration, Office of the Procurement Executive 

CT  Bureau of Counterterrorism and Countering Violent Extremism 

Department  Department of State 

DOJ  Department of Justice 

DS  Bureau of Diplomatic Security 

FAH  Foreign Affairs Handbook 

FAM  Foreign Affairs Manual 

IAA  Interagency Agreement 

INL  Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs 

J/TIP  Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons 

OIG  Office of Inspector General 

OSEC  Online Sexual Exploitation of Children 

PAVE  Protecting At-risk children Vulnerable to Exploitation 

RLA  Resident Legal Advisor 
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